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Heischman to
Leave Trinity
forNAES
By LAUREN TURUK

NEWS EDITOR

names on the back) and began their set with
"Army" by Ben Folds Five, an unusual piece
for an a cappella group to perform. Though
it was an unexpected song choice, I was

This past week, President Jimmy Jones
announced that Trinity College Chaplain
Dan Heischman had accepted the honor
of becoming Executive Director of the
National Association of Episcopal
Schools (NAES). He will remain on campus until the end of June 2007 before
moving to New York to begin his new
leadership role.
Reverend Heischman came to Trinity
in 2003 from St; Albans School in
Washington, D.C. "I decided to come to
Trinity because it felt like a very unusual
opportunity — to work at a fine liberal
arts college in an urban environment,
with a glorious building to care for, and
a challenging but stimulating job description," said Heischman, "It did not take
long for me to see that this was the right
fit for me, and I have loved my time
here."
' .
: : .' "
Throughout his four years at Trinity,
Heischman has greatly impacted the
campus community. He inspired the
organization of the 75th Anniversary of
the Chapel, established a Muslim chapthe
Interfaith
the Friends of the
Chapel group.
"Helping to diversify the religious
makeup of the student body has been
very important work for me, and I think

see A CAPPELLA on page 18

see TRINITY on page 4

Erin Caner

Five Choral Groups Perform at Annual Winter Audition Concert
By GRIHA SINGLA
ARTS EDITOR

"Clock strikes upon the hour and the
sun begins to fade..." And so it began, the
Winter A Cappella
Audition Concert - five ONLINE
groups sharing one stage
View more
in Haraiin Hall — and
a cappella
every seat was filled, photos at ,
Even Cave Mary'came
WWw.trinity
to join the festivities:
tripod.com
The five a cappella
groups that performed were the Pipes
(founded in 1938), the Trinitones (1987),
the Accidentals (1993), the Quirks (2003),
and the Dischords (2006). It was a great

night, and after the concert ended, four of
the groups (minus the Trinitones) held
auditions for anyone who wanted to try
out.
The Trinitones opened the night,
singing their first and only song, "I Wanna
Dance With Somebody" by Whitney
Houston. Full of energy, one of the group
members, Angelica Castaneda '08,
described her Trinitones experience: "We..
work hard and constantly*
§ * P
selves, and sometimes the demands that
result from those challenges can be stressful.
• But the best thing is we are always able to
laugh at ourselves, crack jokes, and get
through it."
One of Castaneda's favorite experiences

was the group's performance at last year's
Relay For Life. "That night was such a triumph for our group because we debuted
quite a few songs that night, and walked for
hours for a great cause. In addition, one of
our members was one of the founders of
that first Relay, and Team Trinitones got to
celebrate her and all her accomplishments."
The Dischords, Trinity's newest coed a
caDDeUa-irroiiD.
walked toward the staze in
ypLW£

Relay for Life Organizes Dormitory Reverts to Original Design
Spring Kick-off Fundraiser
By NICOLE DUBOWITZ-

NEWS WRITER

By COURTNEY CREGAN

FEATURES WRITER
On Feb. 1, the chairs of Relay
For Life hosted an event to kickoff preparations for the springtime fundraiser. Along with cookies and drinks, there was a
slideshow and a memorable
speech by cancer survivor
Amanda Garbatini '09. Relay For
Life is an event designed to raise
money for the American Cancer
Society. Participants form teams
of eight to 15 people and spend
the night taking turns marching
around the track. Last year was
Trinity's first year of participation
in the event, and Trinity finished
in the top five in money raised by
any school that participated.
"It is a good way for the
entire Trinity community to
come together and remember
loved ones," said junior Annie
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Hambleton.
The
American
Cancer
Society uses the money raised by
schools to fund cancer research
grants — 38 of the American
Cancer Society's grantees have
received the Nobel Prize — and
to fund services for cancer
patients and their families. Some
of these services are We Can
Weekends, which are annual
retreats for cancer patients and
their families, Hope . Lodges,
which provide temporary homes
for cancer patients traveling away
from home for treatment, and
several camps that provide a funfilled week for children with, cancer. The money that Relay For
Life raises for the American
Cancer Society touches countless lives and, most importantly,
provides a hope for a cure.
see SURVIVORS on page 14

Design drawings for the
Jarvis and Seabury renovations
are currently in the works, and
many are wondering what the
new building will look like. Sally
Katz, Director of Facilities, said
that while the drawings are still
being reviewed, students can
expect Jarvis to go back to "its
original suite-style configuration," with common rooms surrounded by both single and
double bedrooms. Students can
especially look forward to the
"[introduction of] full bathrooms into all of the suites. No
more going down the hall or to
another floor to shower." While
there will not be any kitchens in
the building, "the residence hall
will have student use spaces in
the basement with study rooms,
lounges, laundry and vending
facilities."
The exterior of the building

Squash Wins NESCAC
A dominant showing by
Gustav Detter '09 led Men's
Squash to victory at the
NESCAC Tourney. Page 24

www.trincoll.edu
A new floorplan of Jarvis Dormitory, which will feature suites and common spaces,

will maintain its current look, out of Seabury and into a new
since architectural changes will space in Trinity Commons."
not be made to the outside, but This will allow the Registrar's
Katz said "We will be thorough- .Office to "be accessible to
ly cleaning the exterior of the everyone via a ramp and stairs."
Both lecture and seminar rooms
building."
Some offices and classrooms will be _ in Seabury, and "the
will be shifted around as well. dance studios .that are currently
Katz noted that "the Registrar's
Office will permanently move
see SEABURY on page 5

Dear Jimmy: Jimmy responds to Elahi terminationv page 9
Features: Trin hockey teams teach children to skate3 page 11
Arts: The top six foreign flicks you have to see, page 15
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I read last week's article about
the failure of CCI with great frustration. The choice to sign a contract with CCI was made quickly
as a patchy solution to an oversized. Class of 2010 and the closing
of Jarvis. However, if Trinity had
stuck by its marketed image as a
liberal arts college in an urban
environment, it would have joined
with University of Hartford and St.
Joseph's College when they recently set out to make attractive, offcampus townhouses and apartments in the heart of downtown
Hartford. A recent Hartford
Courant story noted the popularity of these new properties among
students. It is unfortunate the
same cannot be said for Trinity's
new housing option.
DAVID PIETROCOLA
CLASS OF 2008

Unity Statement from IDP
Students Regarding Cuts
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Saying Goodbye
Trinity has lost several valued
members of the community in
the recent months and many of
these losses have affected our
perspective on the college. How
mil the English Department be
the same without Professor
Ogden? What will the Chapel be
like
without
Reverend
Heischman? While it is impossible to replace those people that
have already left us and those
that will soon leave, we must
remember that Trinity is not
merely composed of its individuals but is a composite picture of
all of the professors,, staff, and
students.
It seems that since my freshman year, Trinity has been in a
constant state of transition buildings open and close, professors come and go, and the budget, well- the budget just goes
down. In light of this, it is easy
for students to assume and fear
that Trinity will perpetually
remain in this constant state of
change, but what we must recall
is that all of the change and
chaos is for a common goal:

making Trinity a better place
both for us and for those who
come after we leave.
One of the hardest lessons to
learn iti life is that there comes a
time to move on and to move
past obstacles and enjoyment
alike. I approach every spring
with a heavy heart, saddened by
the fact that many of my Senior
friends will graduate and that
some of my professors will move
on to different schools. In the
end though, it is futile to dwell
too much on the losses, and we
must focus instead on what we
have gained from them. But in
the end, Trinity is defined by this
upheaval, and it would not be the
place it is without it.
Moving on and making
changes does not mean forgetting
the impact that someone or
someplace has had - it is never
possible to forget dynamic figures
as Professor Ogden or Reverend
Heischman - it means forever
remembering the profound effect
that such figures have had on
your life, and living in accordance
with their teachings.
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Recent changes to the structure
of the Individualized Degree
Program (IDP) have prompted us
to address concerns about the
future of this program, as well as
all programs within the Trinity
community. Current budget-based
decisions have called for the
Office of Special Academic
Programs to suffer the loss of not
only a full-time administrator, but
also all non-student clerical assistance and the school's Graduate
Director. The most recent and devastating blow came with the decision, effective May 31, 2007, to
completely abolish the Assistant
Director post, relieving Mary
Elizabeth "Liz" Burns after 21
years of service to this College.
This action seems to indicate a
slow and systematic elimination of
the program on the whole. We, as
non-traditional students, who have
our own personal and economic
challenges, are very sympathetic to
the financial problems facing the
College. Although we are sensitive
to the need for reorganization in a
variety of existing departments in
order to make Trinity College a fis- .
cally solvent organization again, it
is not in the best interest of the
College to concentrate cuts of this
magnitude in any one area.
Since all administrative cuts are
decided without a single evaluation of the actual persons doing
these jobs, it has become quite
clear that the decision-makers have
had no. practical experience with
the IDP community, the process
of administering the program to
this community, or its unique
needs. Members of the IDP population heard the news of the elimination of the Assistant Director's
position via e-mail from a student.
At this time, the administration
has not made a public statement
concerning these cuts, nor have
they made themselves available to
talk about the future of our program.
It is imperative that we discuss1
this .issue face-to-face with the
administration since this is a nontraditional student program that
conducts operations for a student
body with very specific needs. Our

needs, however, do not constitute
a fiscal drain of Trinity's resources,
nor do they burden any facilities
of the College.
We are a group of diverse students - both in age range and ethnicity. Approximately 17 percent
of IDP students is comprised of
minority students, which is in
alignment with the College as a
whole. Our ages range from midtwenties to mid-sixties. We consistently achieve academically, often
graduating at the top of our
respective classes, while successfully balancing our personal lives and
professional responsibilities. We
feel that any cuts to this program
will erode the existing support system and threaten our ability to
maintaifi this extremely delicate
balance.
In light of the report from outside evaluators dated November
2005, which glowingly described
the program and its success, how
can administrators justify these
decisions based on numbers alone?
In the meantime, this program of
distinction is in danger of being
further compromised. To say IDP
will remain solid is a statement
with no basis of factual support.
What is clear is that the program is
being whittled down to bare
bones. All current IDP students,
members of the IDP Council, IDP
alumni, and all who interact directly with Trinity's extraordinary non-

e

traditional
student program
should be aware that this valued
program is in danger of extermination.
In conclusion, the administration should be listening to its
organizations. Trinity College
should not be allowed to enforce
these unacceptable and extreme
cuts without discussion and disclosure. Please let President Jones and
the administration with your
thoughts.
SELECTED IDP STUDENTS

Student Finds AT Column
Offensive and Gossip-filled
I am writing to express my
disgust at last week's extremely
unprofessional "Around Trinity"
column. AT's author(s) seem to
regard the column as a forum to
air their thinly veiled personal
attacks against members of the
Trinity community and their
friends. What was once a column for amusing, innocuous,
and largely anonymous tales
from Vernon Street has become
vicious and tasteless and, to borrow AT's own phrase, "extremely unclassy." Members of the
Tripod should not abuse their
positions as columnists to
spread misinformed, salacious
gossip
EMDLYKLEIN
CLASS OF 2007

Tripod Mini-Feed

On a scale of no more naked juice to
friends sledding in boxers*
*with very cold boys in boxers being a 10
(they'll thaw out eventually)
and the lack of the beloved
Naked Juices in the Cave a 1

no more naked juice: 1 "
MF was less than overjoyed to arrive.at the
Cave last week, only to find her beverage of
choice, the Mighty Mango Naked Juice, was
missing in action. Seeing as MF's diet is not
exactly the most healthy, the absence of
these nutritiously delicious beverages will
undoubtedly contribute to her early demise
due to health issues.

real snow: 10
While the snowfall was not terribly substantial, MF was ecstatic to see some sticky snow.
It was good to make some real snowballs.
Watching her friends body surf (in boxers)
down the hill next to Jackson wasn't too bad
either.

super bowl: 4
Now, MF is not a huge football fan (apologies). Ergo, she usually naps through the first
half (which evidently was fairly boring after
the first 15 seconds, according to her football
savvy friends), watches the half-time show,
takes some food, and then goes back to
sleep. MF was not impressed, however, with
the only reason she wakes up during the
super bowl: the half-time show. Prince, come
on. You can do so much better than that.
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Committee Search Continues for Dean of Global-Urban Studies
Addresses
Racial Issues
ByANJAMILDE
NEWS WRITER

Trinity is committed to a learning sites in Africa, Asia, the fact there have not yet been any
model of the liberal arts that Caribbean, Europe, and South interviews,"
said
Associate
strongly incorporates off-campus America. In recognition of the Professor of Biology Joan
Trinity College is searching for activity both in Hartford and central importance of the Center Morrison. "The search committee
a distinguished scholar to lead a abroad. One of the main duties of Urban and Global Studies and has a large slate of prospective
newly endowed center dedicated for the new Dean will be integrat- its purview, the College has estab- candidates and is currently in the
to urban and global studies. The ing the three intertwined intellec- lished a $15 million endowment process of narrowing down the
By REMY RENAULT
new Dean will provide intellectual tual spheres inhabited by Trinity's goal for the Center and its activi- list."
NEWS WRITER
guidance by setstudents:
the ties as a key component of its
According to Dean Fraden,
ting up curricular
classroom,
the most recently launched fund-rais- "the committee is in the process
In recognition of the
city, and the ing campaign.
On Friday, Feb. 2, the newly c o n n e c t i o n s
of reading applications and then
central importance of
world. "We want
formed Charter Committee for between urban
According to President Jimmy conduct follow-up interviews with
someone who is Jones, "Dean Rena Fraden is a short list of candidates. There
Campus Climate held its inaugural studies and interthe Center of Urban
an
intellectual
meeting. The Trustees of Trinity national studies.
will be three finalists." She hopes
and Global Studies and leader who can chairing a first-rate committee
College voted at the end of last He or she will
charged with finding our new to announce the finalists, who
its purview, the College engage our facul- Dean. She has told me that the will come to campus for on-site
semester to create this committee play a main role
ty and students committee
amid the ubiquitous racial ten- in the developinterviews,
by
has
has established a $15
on campus, in several fine candisions that brought Trinity to the ment of the
mid-February.
The new Dean's
million endowment
the
city
of dates whose creattention of The New York Times Center of Urban
"The search is
appointment will be at
and
Global goal for the Center and Hartford,
and dentials .. they are
and other publications.
proceeding
abroad in think- now reviewing."
full professorial level.
smoothly, with a
President Jimmy Jones wanted S t u d i e s .
its activites as a key
ing about and Fraden says that
good field of
the committee to be modeled after Moreover,
the
Candidates must show
component of its most practicing
in she chose the
applicants, whom
the Cornerstones Project that was successful candievidence of urban
recently launched fund- urban and global members of the
we are in the
"created during the '04 - '05 aca- date will direct
studies,"
said committee
scholarship, some
for
process of reviewdemic year. The Cornerstones the Center's interraising campaign.
Fraden.
their interest in
ing,"
said
Project is a committee that aims to nal and public
administrative experiurban and global
Professor
of
improve the campus community p r o g r a m m i n g ,
T r i n i t y
ence, international
Philosophy Dan
by listening to recommendations managing many administrative enrolled 2,173 undergraduates as studies. The memexperience, and a
Lloyd.
from the students. As of now, the offices and faculty and staff initia- of Fall 2006, and its faculty con- bers are Carlos
Dr.
Charter Committee has only a tives.
sists of approximately 180 mem- Espinosa,
Morrison
commitment to the
vague idea of what it intends to
According to Rena Fraden, bers with continuing appoint- Dan Lloyd, Dr.
stated that the
liberal arts.
achieve this semester.
Dean of the Faculty and Vice ments. Faculty are expected to be Joan Morrison,
time frame for
Dr.
Susan
.',, the interviews is
The Charter Committee has President for Academic Affairs, both high-quality teachers and
expressed a desire to seek equal the new Dean is "expected to productive scholars. The College Pennybacker, Dr. Vijay Prashad, still unknown'. "We hope to have
the candidates on campus inter, representation from every segment bond more closely academic pro- offers 27 departmental majors and Dr. James Trostle.
All candidates submitted their viewing soon."
of the campus community. In grams to the many forms of expe- and eight majors in interdisciplidoing so, three faculty members, riential learning that the campus nary programs; it has a campus in applications by Jan. 8. "We have
see NEWonpage• 6
three administrators, three atu- now undertakes here and abroad." Rome and operates seven global not yet selected a candidate, in
dents, and three trustees have
already been chosen to participate
in the Committee's ambitious
endeavor to eradicate racial tenBy JAMES KUKSTIS
Lyons, who has been a member of Campus Safety." Even with this at night as they might at another,
sions on campus. Those three stuSPORTS EDITOR
the Trinity Campus Safety depart- extra presence, several attacks and more rural, NESCAC school.
dent members are Lindsay Dakan
"This campus, we're in two secment for over five years. "We react muggings still occur.
'07, Duke Amor Imbo '09, and
Increasing visibility, Lyons said, tions of the city, the southwest and
Campus Safety, one of the to it, we get the complaint, we try
Stephen Simchak '08.
The student representatives most criticized departments on our best to figure out who did it, is the best way to deter crime on the southeast sections of the city,"
were chosen through a long and campus, is constantly trying to and these guys did." One of the campus, which is committed by Lyons said. "They're patrolled by a
selective admissions process. All improve its services in order to two suspects was found to be a both students and non-Trinity •lot of police officers. This is the
students were free to turn in appli- make sure that all members of the juvenile. The other is currently community members. Especially safest part of both those parts of
cations. Students could also nomi- Trinity community are out of being held in custody on a for non-students, seeing an officer the city." The Lower Long Walk,
nate those who they wished to see harm's way at all times. Through $100,000 bond. They are being is likely to stop the threat. "We're which is the most open area to
seated on the committee. After all providing more visibility and charged with burglary and assault, the recognizable members of the Hartford residents, is the focus of
College. So they know we're the the increase in visibility. "Presence
the applications were reviewed, the implementing more shuttle servic- among other things.
"We're increasing visibility in security force, and the uniforms is pretty constant on the Lower
finalists were interviewed by Dean es, the Campus Safety officers are
Long Walk, we try to vary it so
of Students Fred Alford and his. trying even harder to ensure stu- all areas of the campus," Lyons help."
Despite the best efforts from nobody can get our patterns, we
said. "We put two foot guys out
assistants, Dean of Multicultural dent safety.
Campus
Safety, the fact remains try not to have a pattern."
Now that so few students are on second and third shift, a lot of
Affairs Karla Spurlock-Evans,
Trinity Campus Safety also
that
Trinity
is located in a city.
living
at
the
Connecticut
Culinary
concentration
on
the
Lower
Long
Anita Gooding '07, Cory
Because
of
this,
it
is
unrealistic
to
Institute
(CCI),
the
officers
no
Walk.
SGA
and
students
have
told
Edmonds '08, and Devin Romanul
see OFFICERS on page 6
'07. The three student members longer need to shuttle back and • us that's the place they want to see expect that students will feel as safe
were chosen on the basis of these forth. The personnel and time
saved by this opening will allow
interviews.
Perhaps more "than in the past, more officers to be on campus at
the Committee wants to make all times.
"Campus Safety has taken the
long-term changes that will stand
the test of time under the leader- lead in doing a lot of shuttling on
ship of Professor of History campus," said Christopher Lyons,
Cheryl Greenberg and Trustee Associate Director of Campus
Philip Khoury. In the past, com- Safety. "We're not turning anyone
mittees have been constructed away. It doesn't impact us too
hoping to improve the campus cli- much; it's just on campus. If we
mate, but were never very effective; have an emergency, kids are going
they lacked support from the to wait."
On Jan. 28, two Hartford resiadministration, who made excuses
such as a lack of time or funds. dents approached a group of
This time, the Charter Committee Trinity students on the Lower
of Campus Climate plans to pro- Long Walk. After the students utimote their proposals to their lized an emergency call box,
fullest extent and will keep Campus Safety officers arrived and
demanding alternatives until some- tracked down the two suspects.
The suspects were arrested and
thing finally gets passed.
Over the course of the semes- taken into custody by the Hartford
ter, the Committee will attempt to police.
Erin Caner
"Our job on campus is to
Campus
Safety,
whose
offices
are
onVernon
Street,
has
increased
officer
visibility
to
ensure
students'
safety
on
campus.
make
sure
we
see
this
stuff,"
said
see CAMPUS on page 4

Campus Safety Increases

at Trinity
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continued Bom page 1

can take it in their own hands
to improve their students' expeTrinity has made some good rience," MacColl said. "Of
progress in that regard," said course everyone kind of doubtHeischman.
ed whether it would be fun at
"He is constantly pushing us first, but I think everyone in my
to think in different ways," said seminar came away from those
President Jimmy Jones. "He is a dinners feeling more at home at
broad thinker and a doer, with a Trinity, knowing their peers betgreat respect for our Trinity tra- ter, and knowing their adviser
ditions (he loves the Chapel for better."
example) and a great respect for
While Heischman is sad to
the various religious traditions be leaving Trinity, he is excited
that abound among the student about the new role he will play
body, faculty, and staff."
with the NAES. "I will be the
However,
national
face
Heischman
and presence of
"Dan [Heischman]
admits that the
the
Episcopal
most rewarding
school
world.
held dinners for his
aspect of his job
That will involve
freshman seminar at his
is his time spent
a lot of speakapartment and cooked
helping
and
ing, writing, and
advising
stu'showing up' at
for everybody. I think
dents. "Perhaps
various places.
this kind of embodies
the most imporMore importantthe way a professor can ly, I have a lot to
tant area where I
have at least felt
learn from these
take it on their own
to have been
schools,
that
hands to improve their
some help is in
number
over
students' experience."
the area of indi1,000 in the
vidual conversaassociation,"
tions with stusaid Heischman.
- Alec MacColl '09
dents [...] and it
The NAES is
is there that I
the most highly
have [...] found the greatest acclaimed association in the
reward in my work," he said.
Episcopal school community,
Alec MacColl "09, a student He will lead over 1,000
from Heischman's first-year Episcopal schools, early childseminar, shared how Heischman hood education programs, and
helped him adapt to life at school establishment efforts
the
Episcopal
Trinity. "Dan held dinners For throughout
his freshman seminar at his Church in the United States.
apartment and cooked for
"He has, as I have tried to
everybody. T think this kind, of tell him myself, 'the touch,' as
embodies the way a professor we sometimes see in those who

Campus Climate Group
Needs Trinity's Support
continued from page 3

that they would like to be effective
and have some substantial influeradicate on-campus racial tensions ence as a group since members of
and other forms of belligerence as the campus community are still
much as possible. The Committee submitting ideas.
feds that the expectations and
Another one of their goals is to
standards of the interaction avoid rehashing old issues without
between members of the campus having a solution, which was a specommunity must
cific flaw of past
The Committee's Erst
be raised drasticalcommittees.
ly, and plans to
Other topics of
meeting consisted
take actions based
discussion includmerely of a. broad curon the recommened the potential
sory discussion about
dations received
for • what the
from the student
atmosphere
of
what they intend to
body and faculty.
this
campus
accomplish in the
Upon reviewing
could be like if
upcoming
months. . the current issue
the proposals submitted by memwere to be sucThey discussed their
bers of the camcessfully rectified.
ultimate goals but have
pus community,
They would like
not elaborated on
the Committee
to create a more
will send a report
diverse campus
speciBc ideas.
to the trustees,
that is welcoming
demanding they
towards complete
take action based on the propos- diversity. Lastly, the Committee
als.
would like to transform Trinity
The Committee's first meeting into a school that other colleges
consisted merely of a broad curso- and universities should aspire to be
ry discussion about what they like.
intend to accomplish in the
It seems that the Committee
upcoming months. They discussed can only be effective with the full
their ultimate goals but have not support of everyone on campus as
elaborated on specific ideas. Dr. Professor of Asian History Jeff
Cheryl Greenberg anticipates that Bayliss stated. He feels that implethe committee will truly get under- mented actions must have wideway with its complex and detailed spread administrative support,
agenda in a few weeks.
along with immense student backThe purpose of their first ing in order to be enforced effimeeting was to remind each other ciently.

www.naes.org
Father Dan Heischman will leave Trinity College this summer to head the NAES.

will be looking for an individual who is both a cleric and a
scholar who understands the
vast dimensions of campus ministry writ large and who will win
the acceptance of the faculty,
staff, and students," said
President Jones. "We might
clone him before he leaves."
Heischman
knows how
important it is to give the new
Chaplain space to establish
himself in his new community.
"It is_very important for me to
give my successor lots of room
to operate, free from my presence. So, in this case, more
, absence than presence is important for the sake of the
Chaplaincy," Heischman said.
"That is not by any means a
reflection of how I feel about
this place; I have loved being
here and it will be hard to leave
it."
Heischman's final service
will be at Baccalaureate, before
Commencement. "[It] is very
fitting," Heischman noted,
"since I came to Trinity when
the Class of '07 entered."
"What I will miss most is the
daily contact with students, and
what I have learned from so
many
of
them,"
said
Heischman. "But that is the
inherent tension so present in
any transition - sadness at what
is being left behind, excitement
about what lies ahead. Our feelings seem to be at such cross
purposes on such occasions going through two seemingly

try their hands at these demand- ed. There are few "problems he's
ing posts across the landscape afraid to tackle," MacColl said.
of American higher education. "He's always seemed perfectly at
He is just gifted as a pastoral ease. I'm not going to suppose
that he is always at ease, but
figure to us all," said Jones.
MacColl
agrees
that you would never know otherHeischman has "the touch." wise."
"It's hard to explain, but it's
President Jones will head the
very difficult to get something committee that will search for
past him. He reacts when it's Trinity's new Chaplain. He
appropriate to react, and stays hopes the position will W£tMe«U
silent when that's what's need- by this summer. "In truth, we once.

Campus Safety Report
Saturday, Feb. 3
At 11:50 p.m.. Campus Safety
responded to a fire alarm in
Wheaton dormitory. Upon
arrival, Campus Safety was
informed by students that the
alarm had been set off by the
smoke from a broken blowdryer. Campus Safety reset the
alarm.
Sunday, Feb. 4
At 3:12 a.m., Campus Safety
and TCERT were dispatched to
the sixth floor of Summit East
where a student was sick from
having consumed too much
hard liquor. TCERT treated the
student at the scene and then
he was transported by ambulance to the Hartford Hospital
Emergency Room.
At 4:29 a.m., Campus Safety
was dispatched to the main
quad having received a report
that a student had consumed a
lot of beer and hard alcohol at
a campus party. After Campus

Safety arrived, the student fell
to the pavement in front of
Jarvis dormitory, receiving a cut
on his forehead. The student
was then transported with
minor injuries to Hartford
Hospital.
At 4:39 a.m., Campus Safety
responded to a fire alarm that
had been pulled at the southeast stairwell in Elton dormitory. Campus Safety concluded
that it was a false alar.m and the
alarm was reset.
At 4:14 p.m., Campus Safety
responded to a burglar alarm
that was set off at the bookstore. Officers were dispatched
to the bookstore where they
found that the front glass door
was unsecured. Campus Safety
noticed nothing out of order in
the bookstore. The manager
was called to reset the alarm.
Campus Safety is still investigating as to how the front door
became unsecured.
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Seabury Renovation Plans Announced
continued from page 1

it's our responsibility to give it
the attention it needs." Until the
in Seabury have been moved out renovation is finished, access into
to Trinity Commons until the the Jarvis/Seabury building and
new arts laboratory is built." A the adjacent parking area will be
computer lab will also remain in closed "for health and safety reathe building.
sons."
Another important feature will
Amy Debaun, Director of
also be added to the new Campus Life, added that the issue
Seabury.
of the 190 beds
"I cannot underscore
"We are introthat will be disducing elevators
placed for the
enough the necessity
and a ramp into
2007-08 school
for this renovation to
Seabury. This will
year is still being
for the first time
happen. The building,
addressed.
If
make
Seabury
there
does
end
which is the corneraccessible to anyup being a short- .
stone to the physical
one with a disage of space for
ability,"
said
Trinity students
profile of the campus,
Katz. Sadly, this
within
on-camhas been neglected
feature is not able
pus housing, the
over the years. "
to be installed in
S t u d e n t
Jarvis, as its
Government
"architectural
Association and
- Sally Katz, Director
design [...] makes
the Office of
of Buildings and
it impossible for
Campus
Life
us to place elevadecided several
Grounds
tors in the buildmonths ago that
ing and so it will
students with the
remain stair access only."
highest lottery numbers, come
The renovation is planned to mid-April, in the class of '09 will
"begin
the
day
after reap most of the consequences.
In order to properly account
Commencement
and run
through the summer of 2008," for these beds, students who wish
Katz said. She added, "I cannot to live off campus next year will
underscore enough the necessity have to declare their intentions
for this renovation to happen. before the housing lottery takes
The building, which is the corner- place in the spring. Every year,
stone to the physical profile of "on a first come first served
the campus, has been neglected basis," a certain number of
over the years. While the building Trinity students are permitted to
is strong and sturdy in stature it live off campus, and due to the
still needs some love and care and renovations, that number will be

expenei
*- Monday morning.
Have coffee.
•

Fill out NYU study
abroad application.

® Submit and go to class.

•- 6 months from
Monday.
•

Board plane.

® Wave goodbye to family.
Be there.

approximately 350 during the
next school year.
To further assist these students, Debaun created a new Web
site over winter break, located at
www.trincoll.edu/StudentLife.
The Web site provides vital information for Trinity students
regarding off-campus living,
including a frequently asked questions section, a forum to search
for a roommate, a request form
to live off campus, details on how
to rent an apartment, and numerous people to contact and places
(within walking distance to campus and also a short commute
away) to find available off-campus
housing.
Most of the off-campus housing available that are listed on the
Web site are small houses and
multiple room apartments that
are "immediately adjacent to campus." The majority of these houses are on Crescent Street and
Allen Place, making them
extremely close and convenient
for students, especially for those
students who do not have cars on
campus.
Those wishing to live further
away from campus and experience life in a different part of
Hartford will also have the
opportunity to do so. Other
properties in Hartford are listed
on the Web site, providing students many more housing
options that are "close enough
for an easy commute" but still far
enough away that they do not
feel tied to the campus lifestyle.

News from the NESCAC
Wesleyan University: In November 2002, Pulitzer Prize winning playwright Suzan-Lori Parks committed to writing a play a day for 365
days. Since November 2006, this year of new plays has been debuting across the country as "365 Days/365 Plays." Wesleyan is among
52 universities and more than 700 venues taking part in this project,
and will perform eight of Parks' plays Feb. 5-11. "Wesleyan is making
history," explains co-producer Jessica Posner '09. "This festival is the
largest theater collaboration in U.S. history, and Wesleyan gets to be
part of that. It is very exciting."
Amherst College: Dr. Calvin Hastings Plimpton, a 1939 graduate of
Amherst College who served as its 13th president in the tumultuous
decade from 1960 to 1971, and as president of the American
University in Beirut in the war-torn years between 1984 and 1987,
has died at age 88. In his opening address to the college in
September 1960, he charged the students, faculty, and guests to
"Ask not what Amherst College can do for you, ask what you can do
for Amherst College." Four months later, he was startled to hear
President Kennedy use the same turn of phrase in his inaugural
address to the nation. When Kennedy came to Amherst for the
ground breaking of the Robert Frost Library on Oct. 22, 1963, he
asked Kennedy where he had gotten the phrase. Kennedy replied "I
don't know, Cal. Where did you get it?"
Hamilton College: Hamilton College has announced the single
largest gift in its history, a $10 million donation from Keith and
Wendy Wellin for a three-building arts complex. Keith Wellin is a
1950 Hamilton graduate and retired Wai! Street executive who currently serves the college as a life trustee. The gift will honor his parents, Ruth and Elmer, and will serve as a lead gift and a challenge to
other potential donors to fund this arts project.
Connecticut College: Connecticut College is one of 10 finalists in the
"Ecomagination Challenge," sponsored by GE and mtvU, which
challenged college students to "develop new, creative ways to green
their campus." The college's entry, "Community, Conservation,
Compost: A Holistic Approach," proposes using commercial-sized
compost units to reduce the amount of food waste generated by the
College. The top 10 projects were selected from more than 100
applicants.
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Officers Dedicated to New Dean to Head Innovative Program
Trin Students' Well-Being
cally and abroad, more integrated,
and more in touch with best pracThe new Dean's appointment tices in many other institutions
will be at full professorial level. and many cities and regions," said
Candidates must show evidence Associate Professor of European
History
Susan
of urban scholar"This step [...] can help Pennybacker.
ship,
some
administrative
Because of its
clarify a goal of particexperience, intercentral
urban
ular excellence, of parnational experilocation, Trinity
ticular direction in the
ence, and a comis in the center of
mitment to the
a region characway we spend time,
liberal arts.
terized by prohow we embrace the
found inequali"I hope that
very complicated world ties in wealth and
the new Dean will
circumdevelop a concepof Hartford nearby, the life
tual and practical
stances. The mulworld of the imaginabasis to galvanize
tiracial city offers
tion, and the world of
students and facrich
cultural
ulty around a new
resources
and a
travel and engagement.
kind of global
variety of comconsciousness in
munity organiza- Susan Pennybacker,
both
scholarly
tions,
health
and ground level
institutions, planProfessor of European
work that will
ning and develHistory
make our comopment projects,
mitments
to
and educational
knowledge, critical thinking and facilities, with which Trinity is
challenging experiences domesti- deeply engaged. "Every institution
continued from page 3

continued from page 3

we see something bad or wrong
happening we're going to act right
works closely with Hartford police. away, but as far as interfering with
"I have daily contact with the you guys and the member of the
Hartford police," Lyons said. "We community, do what you have to
have a lot of experience as poEce do, do it nice and be safe doing it,
officers, and we have great rapport and you're probably not going to
with the police department." see us."
Hartford officers
The departhave offices in the
ment
is very dedi"We don't want to
Campus Safety
cated, though, to
interfere in anyone's
building. The two
keeping the studepartments work
life. I really don't care
dents safe. When
together in identisomething goes
what kids do in the
fying and capturwrong, the blame
privacy of their own
ing criminals.
often fails on
In a college
rooms or their own
them. "All the
safety department,
guys are dedicatdormitories [...] It's
it is important to
ed," Lyons said.
ensure a general your college experience
"No one gets
feeling of safety,
and you want to have
more angry when
which is not too
something hapa good one."
overwhelming
pens on campus
that students feel
than our guys..
they are constant- Christopher Lyons,
They feel like
ly being watched.
they haven't done
Associate Director of
"We
don't
their job. They
Campus Safety
want to interfere
are very proud of
in anyone's life/'
their job., and I
Lyons said. "I really don't care am too. They do a great job for
what kids do in the privacy of their what we have." •
own rooms or their own dormitoStudents can execute a lot of
ries, and I don't want to be looked, means for safety on campus themat as someone that interferes with selves. By simply being more carewhat they're doing. It's your col- ful and observant, a lot of harm
lege and experience and you want can be prevented, specifically in
to have a good one."
the dorms. "If you don't know
"You don't want to think that who's coming in behind you,
some guy is watching you all the don't let them in. You wouldn't let
time,"
Lyons continued.
continued. "We're
a stranger
stranger m
in your
your house,
house, trie
the dordorune, i-yons
We re a
very
try ' mirory
mitory is your house," Lyons said.
said.
/ery cognizant
cognizant of that, and we try
not to interfere with too much. If

of this size (or even larger) strives
to affirm and reaffirm a sense of
mission appropriate to resources,
and vice versa, to establish and
sustain ..resources that serve its
mission," said Pennybacker. "This
step, in line with other faculty
appointments, curricular decisions, and most important our
capital campaign can help clarify
a goal of particular excellence, of
particular direction in the way we
spend time, how we embrace the
very complicated world of
Hartford nearby, the world of the
imagination, and the world of
travel and engagement."
Trinity needs to affirm those
impulses and work to make them
possible and productive for all
concerned. "We are privileged to
have this opportunity," said
Pennybacker. She also thinks that
all the "global urban" talk "is really an affirmation of what we do
and care about in many already
proven ways, and what is happening in other places where we
respect others' work."

The Gavel: SGA This Week
New Members
Today was the first meeting for the SGA this semester and newly elected members had to be sworn in.
This semester promises to be another great one with much on the agenda and many ideas that need
to be advocated. President of the SGA Devin Romanul '07 stated, "I look forward to the new semester
and I know it is going to be fun and interesting but most importantly successful."
SGA Supports Bill From Capitol
The SGA agreed to co-sponsor a bill in the Connecticut State Legislature that approves the funding for
scholarships that would go to students attending universities and colleges in Connecticut. There will be
a hearing at the Capitol on Thursday, Feb. 8, and transportation will be provided.
New Committee Formed
A new committee, called the Student Diversity Commitee, was formed Monday. This new collection of
SGA
members will oe
be headed
by senator
Senator Brice
'10. The
Committee's goal siis^^ to
better represent
S
U A memDerswm
neaaea oy
brice Bloom
bloom '1U.
me Committee's>gpal
to^tterrepjesent
trthe students' thoughts and ideas regarding racism arid 6 t h f e f l » 8 S W r t i $ t ? ^ ^
>e students' thoughts and ideas regarding racism arid o t h e f ^ f f ? S f W * 8 l f i S ^
«

tot to interfere with too much. If

Compiled by Joe Melillo

it happened to my roommate, my sister, my friend, my teammate.*
Did you know:
Didinyou
know: on college campuses are sexually assaulted.
-1
5 women

-84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.
-Only 5% of college assaults are reported.
Statistics gathered from Sexual Victimization of College Women,
Dept of Justice, And, California Coalition Against Sexual Assault

The
YWCAof New Britain'su Sexual
A^^Mn- - o~ w
i

Assault Crisis Service can help you.

We
Offer;
\ A/p, fjffpr
•A 24 hour support hotline
•Short term counseling
•Police, court, and hospital
accompaniments
©Group sessions

a!l
Fr
e
Hotline
£English
»°fHotline
J°iJ- 1-888-999-5545
?o5olt ±L

S p | n i s h Hotline

All of our services are free and confidential

*lt happened to me.
SART Resources at Trinity:
SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
For Immediate Assistance: Campus Safety x2222
Other Resources: Dean of Students x2156
Women & Gender Resource Action Center x2048
Health Center x2018
Counseling Center x2156
Additional responders and student peer counselors at:
www.trincoll.edu/StudentLife/HealtriSafety/CampusSafety/SART/default
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New York Times Article
Exacerbates Trin Racism
ByJOETARZI

MANAGING EDITOR

On Nov. 16, insidehighered.com,
a Web journal widely read among
educators, quoted both of this
paper's formet Opinions editots
in an article that described the
situation at Trinity College, further publicizing the issue.
Following this, the Tripod, and
yours truly, once again publicized
the problem in its Nov. 28, issue.
On Dec. 8, people associated
with a group last known to this
author as "A New Trinity" - a
group which, in this author's
opinion, actively sought to exaggerate the problem of intolerance
on this campus (and a group
which would not add me to their
mailing list despite their claim to
want to reach out to all of
Trinity) - sought to tie the intolerance problem on campus to the
fraternities at a closed meeting
between students and trustees.
This all culminated in Winnie
Hu's fairly level-handed, yet ultimately damning, New York Times
article of Dec. 18.
Since that article appeared

There is a
very big difference between
identifying and
publicizing a
problem.
Identifying a
problem tends
to be the first step in fixing it,
while publicizing it only tends to
exacerbate the problem. There
were several key events that led
up to Trinity's being featured in a
less-than-flattering New York
Times article on Dec. 18, 2006.
On Nov. 2, 2006, a group of students identified a problem with
racism on this campus by staging
a demonstration in Mather Hall.
The following week, both the
! Hartford Courznt and the Trinity
Tripod publicized the problem in
response to the demonstration.
:
On Nov. 15, President Jones,
along with many administrators
and students, held a forum in
Cinestudio to identify both the
problem and solutions to it. Both over a month ago, I have read
students and administrators large- several- interesting posts on colly considered the event a success.
see TRINITY on page 9

Student Comments on
Sixth State of the Union
By KATE GRELLE
STAFF WRITER
On Jan. 23,
President Bush
delivered his
sixth State of
the
Union
address.
In the week
leading up to
the speech, the political pundits
were in their element.
How would
the
new
Congressional
Democratic
majority respond to the president's words?
The chances for success in
Iraq have become increasingly
bleak - how would Bush address
this issue?
Would he extend an olive
branch or a taser to the newly
elected Democrats?
Not too surprisingly, after all
the speculation and anticipation, the State of the Union was,
at best, lackluster. (Granted, it
was mildly entertaining to watch
Vice President Cheney and
Nancy Pelosi struggle to mask
their mutual abhorrence for
each other under placid poker
faces.)
As the president regurgitated
many of the same ideas he's proposed in virtually every State of
the Union, with a few additional logical fallacies thrown in, the
[ address proved to be virtually
:' devoid of anything truly substantive.
In case you missed the

speech and have no intention of
watching the president drone on
for' 50 plus minutes on
YouTube, here is one of the
highlights:
•. '
"Tonight, I have a high privilege and distinct honor of my
own — as the first president to
begin the State of the Union
message with these words:
Madam Speaker."
For those of you new to politics, the president's accolades
for Nancy Pelosi provide a perfect example of what is commonly . referred to as "pandering."
The president went on to
say, "First, we must balance the
federal budget. We can do so
without raising taxes. What we
need to do is impose spending
discipline in Washington, D.C."
I nearly choked on my popcorn.
(Yes, I was eating popcorn and
yes, I am a geek.) Spending discipline? I know it's a point that
has been made far too many
times, but in this case, it bears
repeating. We have the biggest
budget deficit in history largely
because of this- administration's
combination of reckless spending and tax cuts for the rich.
Perhaps he meant that he needs
to impose self-discipline?
Additionally, though I'm not
an econ major, balancing the
budget and not raising taxes are,
at this point, mutually exclusive
concepts, unless, of course, the
see SIXTH on page 9

Dear Habitat for Humanity,
Think you could leave Hartford alone
for a bit and build some housing for
the Class of'09? We're kind of
desperate.
Thanks guys!
-- the Trin Admin
COMMUNITY
SERVICE
OFFICE

Trin-Hartford Communication Lacking
have access to.
lished in defense of fraternities,
My inbox was flooded with which read, "Until New England's
responses from both staff and stu- Rising Star gets anywhere near
On Jan. 22, dents on campus who were Fairfield County, Hartford will be
I attended a involved with the sports rink. a dangerous place. When, you
meeting with Marissa Powers informed me, "I'm close fraternities you send students
Hartford resi- on the women's team arid can into the community. Students go
dents concern- clear up some confusion, like the out, get drunk, and may or may
^bfc^afcr-iNfejreioto campus withC o m m u n i t y Powers and others informed me of out [...] any encounters with
S p o r t s
all the programs geared towards Hartford locals." Just last week,
Complex. The overall emotion community outreach, such as the the paper included a cartoon parexpressed by residents was extreme Hartford Public Schools Learn to odying this attitude by picturing a
frustration. At the time of the Skate program, where students student saying that the "locales"
meeting, the complex was open to learn to skate as part of their gym ate his homework. This is the
the general public Monday classes. In addition, there are other image that is being presented to
through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to similar programs aimed at reach- the community This is how the
1 p.m. and from 12 to 1:30 p.m. ing out to the youth of the com- people at the meeting I attended
on Saturday and Sunday. The munity. The rink is even open for see Trinity College.
weekday hours were especially children's birthday parties. Also,
Hartford is a city on the rise,
problematic because at this time, to help pay for the cost of operat- with a lot to1 .offer1 its residents
children are in school and their ing the rink, Southington High (Trinity students included). So
parents are working. "It sounds School and a local ice hockey who does the responsibility of betlike they're doing as little as they tournament rent ice time. There tering the Trinity-Hartford relacan to involve the public and get are even 30 scholarships offered to tionship fall to? Although commuaway with it," said one resident.
children for the Learn to Skate nication between the school's staff
Barbara Cheksy, the organizer program.
and
community
residents
of the meeting, raised the quesWhen I walked down to the undoubtedly needs to improve,
tion: "What do you think Trinity rink, I discovered that, as of Feb. there is only so much already
College is telling the community?" •23, ice time will be expanded to 8 overextended staff members can
Another issue concerning the to 10 p.m. on Fridays and do. Ultimately, it is up to the stuskating rink was that the eight Saturdays. It turns out that there dents of Trinity College to reach
week Learn to Skate program was are a lot of great programs going out to community members. We
$130 per child. Many families are on, run by a lot of very hard-work- need to get out into the city more
unable to pay this price. "We live ing people, such as Rich Pettit, the often, and not just for school-sancin a poor city," said Chesky. She facility manager of the sports com- tioned outreach programs. Try
then went on to describe the frus- plex who does everything from exploring a part of the city you
trating process of attempting to coordinating programs to driving haven't been to before. Check out
contact the school to discuss the the zamboni. It's actually pretty a- show at the Hartford Stage or
schedule and price of lessons. She amazing what has been accom- Charter Oak Cultural Center. Visit
was unable to get any concrete plished in the few weeks the com- the Wadsvtotth Museum. Attend
answers and said, "It just feels like plex has been open.
neighborhood planning meetings
with everything going on in the
But it's not enough. There are and take an active role. Or, if you
city, this should be a good thing." so many great things going on at end up at a bar, talk to someone
After going to the meeting, I the Community Sports Complex, who doesn't go to Trinity. .
returned to Trinity saddened by but if the community doesn't
I agree with Barbara Chesky.
the reputation my college has with know about them, they don't The Community.Sports Complex
the community. The next day, I count. No one person is to blame should be a good thing. It should
sent out various e-mails to* "differ- for this massive rift in communi- be a great thing, and it has the
ent staff members, called different cation between Trinity College potential to be. Everyone who has
offices, and didn't get anything and the neighborhood we live in. Vi'Orkgd toward making it into
back. So, I turned to my fellow It all boils down to the basic fact what it is should be commended,
students. I scheduled a meeting to that there is not much interaction but we can't let it end here. As a
discuss, the issue and possible between Trinity students and school, we need to change the
courses of action and notified Hartford residents. Last semester, way we interact with our city. This
everyone on the mailing lists I in the Tripod, an article was pub- is our responsibility.
By SARAH GARDINER
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
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Dear Jimmy

see

President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions

What is your opinion
on the termination of
Professor
Maryam
Elahi's contract?
As anyone who has
ever sat in a dean's
chair knows, when
financial
crunches
occur and hard decisions have to be made,
someone, somewhere, within the school will be
angered, frustrated, or embittered that personnel
decisions have to be made.
Many of our readers will know from the all-campus meeting we held on Dec. 4, 2004, that we in
the administration have made every possible
effort to share information with faculty, staff, and
students, in every way possible. We have held
meetings for groups large and small; we have
released statements and we have attempted to
respond, hopefully within 24 hours of receipt, to
every e-maif, telephone call, and letter that has
arrived, commenting upon one decision or the
other.
In the main, Trinity has, for a very long time,
added one unfunded program after the other, and
at the end of the financial day, the price had to be
paid. What happened here is tantamount to
one's taking a credit card, charging up exorbitant
bills month after month, and then not being able
to pay the monthly premium, to say nothing of
drawing down the balance owed.
The strains upon the operating budget of having
a number of unfunded programs just could not be
borne any longer since the operating budget of the
College was being asked to do far more than anyone logically could have ever expected. When all
possible options had been exhausted, we did what
schools always have to do when faced with such
realities: we had to pare the largest budgetary
item, which is faculty and staff unfunded lines.
None of us will ever comment upon any one
individual's particular case, for to do so would be
untoward in the extreme and utterly disrespectful
of our colleagues. Ms. Elahi, however, as Dean
Fraden and I have repeated scores of times, has
done fine work for Trinity and has left an important legacy in our Human Rights Program.
Dean Fraden is committed to finding ways to
continue the program under guidance from the
faculty. We are making concerted efforts to provide quality programs for our students, who are
the ultimate reason the College exists, and to be
proper stewards of our financial resources at the
same time.
In my decades of administration, I have unfortunately had to make a number of hard decisions,
some of which were not uniformly received by one
set of constituents or the other. This is the lot of
any of us who ever has to be held responsible for
decanal or presidential duties. As the saying goes,
we try to look at the big picture and ensure that, to
the best of our abilities, we leave our respective
offices better than we found them.

Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Freshman's Take on Housing Issues
should not be affected right older, and have more options
away. We are still very new to for socializing off campus than
the school, and most of us are the Class of 2010. Most of the
. I;._
Over the still unfamiliar with a lot of peo- socializing for the underclass"^' ,i
course of the ple in our class. We have not men takes place on campus.
I know there isn't much I
past
few had as much time to bond with
months, there each other as the upper class- can do as a member of the Class
of 2010 to make the Class of
has been a lot men on campus have had.
2009
feel any less angry about
In
order
to
really
be
able
to
of discussion
among
stu- afford off-campus housing, we the current situation. However,
dents
and need to know someone we can I am positive that those who
administration about the hous- live with who would be respon- were forced to live in CCI this
ing crisis we will be in next year sible enough to pay rent. I cur- year will not be the ones forced
due to the renovation of Jarivs. rently live in a single, and would to live there again next year. I
After open panels, an e-mail sur- not know who to choose as an fully agree with the reasons statvey, and meetings with SGA and apartment roommate, so that ed in the e-mails and the letters
the administration, it was decid- would put me, and many other sent out to our parents about
ed that the Class of 2009 would students in my shoes, in an awk- why the Class of 2009 would be
the optimal solution.
ward position.
be affected, again.
Do I think it is fair?
With that said, there has
I know some of you upperbeen some indirect tension classmen are most likely think- Honestly, no I do not, considerbetween the freshman and soph- ing that this isn't really a valid ing that the sophomores this
omore classes here at Trinity. I reason to push the Class of 2009 year, the Class of 2009, were
have overheard conversations off campus, but I also have rea- affected. But sometimes what is
about how the sophomores do sons why the other classes best is not always fair. If we all
could have it our way, no one
not really like my class (Class of should not be affected.
2010), and most of that emotion
The incoming Class of 2011 would be forced off campus. I,
was stirred by the housing situa- will be just beginning here and like many students here, chose
tion.
should definitely have nothing Trinity under the impression
I can understand their point to do with the effects of this sit- that housing was guaranteed for
four years.
of view, and can even sympa- uation.
thize for them for this "double
The rising senior class should
We were all admitted under
whammy." However, I do not not be forced to live off campus, those circumstances, so why are
think they are really looking at unless it was by choice, as they we now being told that things
the whole picture when consid- should have seniority. Now, have suddenly changed? There
ering the situation.
many students in the Class of are so many conveniences that
I recall filling out the survey 2009 are planning on studying come with living on campus,
a few months ago about my abroad next fall and spring, so including not having to travel
opinions on the upcoming that decreases the number of great distances to walk to and
housing crisis. As a freshman, I students having to worry about • from class and the library. In
was really defending my class, housing for either semester.
and articulating why I felt we
In addition, the class will be
see ISSUES on page 9
By ELYSHA PADILLA
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Class of W Feels Housing Crisis Again
people for not going abroad.
Whether or not one goes abroad
should be decided by a number
Despite the of factors, from what your acafact that the demic goals are, to whether or
Class of 2009 not you can find a program that
has already felt will expose you to things you
.•
the effects of are looking for.
the
housing
If someone decides to not go
crisis
more abroad they should not find
than anyone, themselves without a place to
the housing gods have once • live on campus, purely because,
again decided to have them bear as a junior, they had an option
the brunt. How
that they felt did
does this not
not fit their acaAt this stage, choosing
strike more peodemic goals.
an
ple as a horrible
Y ckss to bear the
However, peridea?
haps the most
brunt of the housing
The
logic
distressing thing
Clish WQuM
u}timate!y
behind
this
about the plan
amount to an arbitrary and the logic
hinges on the
fact that the risbehind it is how
decision. Yet the
ing junior class
incompetently it
fought of having one
has" the option
has been impleclass forced off campus mented. There is
to. go abroad.
The rationale, as
in large numbers strikes no way that this
I understand it,
plan can encouris that since junage more stu^ " 7 should one ckss
iors can go
dents from the
abroad
they,
feel the effects, anyway? Class of 2009 to
unlike other stugo abroad, since
j
• h } o $ t Qn
T h e
dents, have a
it
was
only
n
way to avoid the
revealed to them
in a an e-mail
housing crunch.
Also, by placing the burden of from SGA Senator Verdell
the crisis on the junior class, the Walker '09 late last semester.
Making plans to go abroad
administration can encourage
more 'studentjLto-ge-abrcrad next 'takes time, and the Class of
year, and lighten the housing 2009 was not given nearly
load for the rest of the school.
enough. If they really wanted to
There are a couple of prob- encourage students to go abroad
lems with this logic. The first is and relieve the housing crunch,
that in the end it amounts to then they should have given far
the administration punishing more notice.
By DAVID KIMBALL5TANLEY
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

This means that roughly the
same amount of students will
wind up applying to go abroad
as always, so the idea of making
rising juniors feel the effects is
totally arbitrary.
This is all made far more
troublesome when one considers
the fact that the Class of 2009
has already been hit by the crisis.
This problem is often
looked at, incorrectly, as a problem for next year.
The 'truth of the matter is
that we started feeling the effects
of the housing crisis as soon as
some of our students packed
their bags and headed over to
CCI. The majority of those students were sophomores. If juniors are the ones who -should
feel the housing crunch, then
why wasn't that the case this
year?
At this stage, choosing any
class to bear the brunt of the
housing crisis would ultimately
amount to an arbitrary decision.
Yet the thought of having one
class forced off campus in large
numbers strikes me as a terrible
idea. Why should one class feel
the effects, anyway?
The logic is lost on me. If
we can bar off beds during the
housing lottery so that one class
is hit by the crisis, then why not
just bar off beds every day of
the housing lottery so that every
class shares-the load?
What advantage does having
the majority of the junior class
off campus pose to the college
at large? None.
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Trinity Should Identify Issues with I Bush's Sixth State of the
Problems and Fix Them Housing Union a Disappointment
Next Year
continued from page 7

"White" people make up 74.67
percent of the population, or 75
legeconfidential.com, one of the percent for ease of reading. That
more popular discussion boards means that Wesleyan is pretty
for college applicants. A user much representative of the
named Makshim stated, "Wow United States and Trinity College
strong racism. I'm not so high on is well on its way with 22.6 perTrinity any more." Another user cent in the Class of 2010. One
said, "I would be very concerned could even say that Swarthmore
about applying to this school. College, with 36 percent has too
My experience with Trinity is many minorities (just digging a
that this article understates the big ol' hole for myself) and does
problems, if anything." It only not properly represent the coungets worse from there, on the try - and if we are not comparing
extreme end of things a user to the country's demographics,
named yazzz replied "god, stupid what are we comparing to - other
rich white kids! I'm done with schools?
this school!" However, the most
Will the liberal arts colleges
prevalent attitude was expressed keep trying to outdo one anothin a post as "what's all this about er? In 20 years will Trinity still be
racial tension? Is Trinity really crying because it is only 65 perstruggling with racism? I realize cent minority and Williams is 72?
discrimination exists at every col- People say there are too many
lege to a certain extent but come white people at Trinity - there are
on trinity made the NYTimes [...] too many white people in the
you
don't
see
Lafayette, country!
Hamilton, or other random
I think the problem' is that
LACs [liberal arts colleges] with many people from Trinity are
articles regarding racial discrimi- coming from homogeneous
nation in campus."
neighborhoods, mostly white, or
Make no mistake, Trinity has mostly black, or mostly Hispanic,
lost applicants because of the and they cannot recognize how
diverse
Trinity
issues last semesactually is. Of
ter, and we are
Also, sad as it is to say, course the majorinot losing the
racism will always, at
ty is white people
"stupid
rich
white
kids,"
least for the foreseeable - that's a fact of
life - though I
we're
losing
future, exist on this
should hope that
minorities and
campus. V(£hite people when the majority
liberals, exactly
the students we
of people in this
will always turn a

somewhat bind efi
attract. (Forgive
Hispanic that coltowards
racism. This is leges like Trinity
me for discriminating . against
will follow suit in
[...] a characteristic of
conservative stuchanging
their
any majority.
dents but I just
demographics.
don't want you
Also, sad as it
here - no offense - and please is to say, racism will always, at
don't send any letters because I'm least for the foreseeable future,
not changing my mind.) Say exist on this campus. White peowhatever you want about the ple will always turn a somewhat
administration and the admis- blind eye towards racism. This is
sions office, say that Jimmy Jones not, however, a characteristic of
is a horrible racist (I did hear one white people, but a characteristic
girl say that - sorry Jimmy), but of any majority - just a few parawhatever you say about them, do graphs ago I discriminated
not call them stupid. These guys against the conservative minority
are smart and they know what on campus, but I doubt any liberlooks good on paper and that is al students will be sending me letminorities. Wait, I take that back ters (just kidding, by the way,
- I'm half minority, but I'm white conservatives, you guys are usual- what I really mean is "students ly all right, even if your leader did
'of color," as the admissions destroy the country).
Anyway, I do have a reason
office puts it, who make up 22.6
percent of the Class of 2010, for writing this article, and that is
to call on all students, faculty,
according to that same office.
Now that is an interesting and staff to do some damage connumber, 22.6 percent. The New trol. Now you might ask, "What
York Times sure made it sound does he mean by damage control?
low when it said, "Currently, one Does he want us to lie?" Quite
in five of Trinity's students are the opposite. I want you to tell
minorities, but that is significant- the truth - tell people who ask
ly lower than at other similarly that racism exists at Trinity like it
sized liberal arts schools. For does anywhere else. Some people
instance, minority students make have accused President Jones of
up about 36 percent of the stu- selling out by speaking to The
dents at Swarthmore College, 31 New York Times, but imagine
percent at Amherst, College, 28 how bad "Trinity's president
percent at Williams College and could not be reached for com26
percent
at
Wesleyan ment" would have looked. So go
collegeconfidential.com,
University." That makes us look on
speak
to
high school students vislike a bunch of jackasses with
iting
the
campus, and set the
only about 20 percent in all four
classes. But, just for a second, record straight.
let's look at the demographics of
the United States for comparison.

continued from page 7

continued from page 8
addition, forgetting a book or
realizing we need our computers
to do work isn't such a big deal
when we can just walk back to
our on-campus rooms.
For students who live on
Allen Place or Crescent Street,
travel is not such a big deal.
But students who shuttle
from CCI or another distant
housing unit do not find this as
simple.
There is a convenience about
living on campus that simplifies
the life of a college student. To
be a real environmentalist, living
on campus reduces gas consumption and pollution.
However, overcrowding the
dorms to save the environment
is not an option right now.
Therefore, we will just need to
make due with the situation we
have, try to find the best possible solution, and hope for better
luck in the future.

President plans to negotiate a
deal with Bill Gates.
Another highlight: "Social
Security and Medicare and
Medicaid are commitments of
conscience, and so it is our duty
to keep them permanently
sound."
In a Feb. 1 article, The New
York Times reported that,
"President Bush will ask
Congress in his budget next
week to squeeze more than $70
billion of savings from Medicare
and Medicaid over the next five
years, administration officials
and health care lobbyists said
Thursday."
I wonder how that will make
Medicare and Medicaid "permanently sound?"
When the president spoke
about protecting the American
people, I guess the line about
disregarding laws on occasion to
protect Americans from "evil"
was omitted: "And so it remains
the policy of this government to
use every lawful and proper tool

of intelligence, diplomacy, law
enforcement,
and
military
action to do our duty, to find
these enemies, and to protect
the American people."
And he kept going: "Tonight
I ask the Congress to authorize
an increase in the size of our
active Army and Marine Corps
by 92,000 in the next five
years."
The Army has consistently
missed their recruitment goals
for two consecutive years - so
where are these 92,000 additional troops going to come from?
The president also asked
Americans "to provide $1.2 billion over five years so we can
combat malaria in 15 African
countries."
A noble thought, but given
the fact that we have a huge
budget deficit and New Orleans
is still in shambles, perhaps now
is not the time to be sending
relief funds overseas.
In short, the best that can be
said about the president's State
of the Union address is that it's
over.

Along the Long Walk
When you were little, what did you want
to be when you grew up?
"A vet."
Jean Gulliver
CLASS OF 2010

"A firefighter."
Eleanna Antonial
CLASS OF 2008

"A princess -1 liked the dresses and jewels and the f£%
idea of having a magic flying pony." t^'-^
Caroline Newhall - AV.;
CLASS OF 2010 ;.!> "
',

-*•.-'«

"A professional jurist. I read this series of books
about juries and. loved the idea of solving mysteries.
I thought you could be a professional jurist, so
that's what I wanted to ber
Jamie Wilkinson
CLASS OF 2010
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T

his is the quintessential opportunity to learn from Donald McLagan, '64, former Trinity Trustee and CEO of
Compete Inc, a leading consulting firm whose innovations are recognized throughout the industry:
"Compete.com Awarded for Best Community/Blogs at the 2006 MITX Awards"
"Of all the companies present, I was impressed by two. The first, Compete..."
M
0ne of the most incredible things that, the Internet has the potential to offer is
increased marketing efficiency. Compete.com is making a breakthrough..."

Mr. McLagan will be joined by colleagues and representative from other emerging companies in Greater Boston.
This event is a "must" for underclass students who want to learn how they can position themselves for opportunities
across career fields for summer and full time. Seniors, it is not too late to leverage insider advice to help with your
3<J!> ^eareii. Space is limited. Please log onto http://trincoll.erecruiting.com to reserve your spot.

A

President's Reception will be held from 6:00 — 8:00pm at Choate Hall Stewart at Two International Place,
3ilh floor, Boston. Hosted by R. Kevin Smith'87, President of the National Alumni Association, Trustee of the
College, Senior Vice President and Principal of Slate Street Global Advisors and E. Macey Russell'80, Partner, Choale
Hall Stewart, this reception gives students the opportunity to meet and network with influential Boston area alumni.

M

arketing/Advertising Panel entitled "How to get a job in a creative field and what to expects An insightful afternoon with creative Trinity alums" will be scheduled at 2:00 pm at a location TBD in mid-town Manhattan.
Come speak with Trinity alumni working in advertising, publishing, publicity, broadcast, the arts and communications.
It will take the form of an informal panel dismission, breakout into small groups and a reception to follow from 2pm -6pm.

A

President's Reception will be held from 6:30 — 8:30 pm at the Hearst Tower, 330 West 57th Street, 44 floor,
New York. This event will be hosted by Ray Joslin'58, Member of the Board of Directors; Senior Vice President;
President, Entertainment Group & Syndication Group (Retired); Consultant. Students will have this opportunity to
meet and network with influential New York area alumni.

I.00K for further details In upcoming issues, on the li\cJi.iii£e or fareer Sen ices n ensile!
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Trinity Hockey Skates with Hartford Children Over Winter Break
By THERESA WEST

munity by offering their time to
help local children learn to skate.
Children from the Boys and Girls
It is clear that the new Club began attending Learn to
Community Sports Complex has Skate sessions after school each
greatly benefited Trinity's Men's Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
and Women's Ice Hockey teams Students from local area schools
ever since the Albert Creighton like Batchelder, Sanchez, Moylan,
Williams Rink first opened in Parkville and Hartford Magnet
November.
Trinity's hockey Middle School are also participatplayers no longer need, to travel ing in a Learn to Skate program
to
Kingswoodas part of the
Oxford in West
schools' physical
Hartford for their
For more information
education curpractices
and
riculum. Over
on CSC or for the
g a m e s .
600
students
monthly schedule,
Additionally, fans
from Hartford
please see:
of the teams
public schools
enjoy the convenhave opportuniwww.trincoll.edu/
ience of being
ties to skate at
StudentLife/athletics/ the
able to attend
rink weekly,
CSC/public
games on-camwith members of
pus. Also, daily
the Men's and
public skating hours offer stu- Women's Ice Hockey teams who
dents, faculty, staff, and members find time in their busy schedules
of the community the opportu- to volunteer as mentors and work
nity to lace up and skate. Over with children. The hockey teams
the past couple of months, the were especially busy as they had
complex has offered new recre- their own double sessions everyational opportunities to the day. Trinity senior and Women's
entire Hartford community. It hockey co-captain, Liz Johnson,
has provided residents with a said of the experience, "It was
facility where they can come really exciting to see the commutogether with Trinity students, nity getting involved with our
foster a sense of community, and campus in such a direct and fian
develop their athletic abilities.
way."
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Over winter break, the Men's
and Women's Ice Hockey teams
gave back to the Hartford corn-

local school children also regularly come to the rink as part of
.their gym classes. These programs will run through March.
Additionally, an eight week
"Learn-to-Skate Program" is currently offered to Trinity and the
entire local community for a minimal fee. According to Trinity's
web site, the goal of the program
is to "instruct skaters of all ages
and abilities in the fundamental
techniques
of
skating."
Participants meet weekly for 30
minutes of group instruction followed by 30 minutes of free skating. The cost of the program
covers ice time, skate rental and
instruction. The program is a
great opportunity for children in
the Hartford community to experience a new sport and to foster
feelings of high self-esteem.
These skating programs also provide participants with a positive
social outlet.
Through Trinity's partnership with the Boys and Girls
Club, local schools, and through
programs like Learn-to-Skate, children develop talents and learn
the importance of taking risks by
trying new things. Richard
Pettit, facility manager of the
Community Sports Complex,
recently told Channel 3 News
Members of the Boys and that the experience "gives [the
Girls Club continue to come to children] some confidence and
the rink three times a week and credibility in what they're doing."

www.trincoll.edu
Men's goalie Joe Hanson '10 helps a Learn-to-Skate participant find his ice legs.

Ginger Erdmann, a former competitive skater and current P.E.
teacher at Batchelder echoed
Pettit's sentiments, when spoken
with last week. Erdman's students are able to skate at the rink

as part of their physical'education classes. She explained the
importance of this experience
saying, "There's not a kid that
— ;•
see CSC on page 14.
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Prashad Gives Chair's InaugyraTOctufI
By KYLE WINNICK

FEATURES WRITER
Last Thursday in McCook
auditorium, the inaugural lecture
for the newly appointed George
and Martha Keller chair of South
Asian History was presented by
Professor Vijay Prashad. The lecture entitled "Black Gandhi" felt
more like pleasant dinner conversation
than
formal
lecture.
Throughout the lecture Prashad
would pause after a time (perhaps
to give the audience a chance to
digest his penetrating analyses) to
make a humorous comment relating his insightful conclusions to
something much lighter in our
present culture.
After an introduction by
President Jimmy Jones acknowledging the many accolades and

laudatory positions Prashad has
held, the newly appointed chair of
South Asian History began by
explaining his fascination with
poly-culturalism and politics.
"Why. get political?" he asked
rhetorically, as he began to dive
into his abstraction.' Prashad:
argued that the African-American
,"Black •• Gandhi" (Dr. .Martin'
Luther King) stemmed from similar circumstances and cultural,
ethos as India's Gandhi. His argument linked the origins of Gandhi
and Gandhiism to what came to
be King's movement with a philosophy of Orientalism. Civil disobedience was not something
Gandhi created, argued Prashad,
but is deeply rooted in
Orientialism. Furthermore, the
most interesting aspect of the argument detailed how both Gandhi

and King were more shaped themselves by their respective movements then they shaped their
movements.
Prashad laid out his arguments
into three sections. The first he
.entitled. "Gandhi and .BlackAmerica." He devoted this1 first.
section as.achanceto^explainwhy
African-Americans did not have
their Gandhi (a leader, 'who
preached,. non-violence" and unity).
There were two basic and crippling
problems: pessimistic sentiments
as to the effectiveness of non-violent protest and misinterpretation
of Gandhiism. Toward the end of
the 19th century, lynching of
African-Americans in the South
was at its highest, the Ku Klux
Klan was growing in number and
see GANDHI on page 13

Erin Caner
Prashad explores the connection between Gandhi's movement in India and King's civil rights movement in the United States.

to Speak Out on Raids
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
1

Over 100 people attended last
Thursday's "Immigrants Speak
Out!" event,'which featured one of
the.. "Danbury 11," a group of
Ecuadorian day laborers who were
arrested in, a. raid by Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
in September 2006.
"I've heard stories about the
big campus forums that preceded
the student sit-ins and freedom
rides of the Civil Rights
Movement. That's what it felt like
on Thursday," Jason McGahan,
one of the speakers, said. "I think
the involvement of students in the
defense of immigrant workers will
make these raids a political impossibility."
McGahan represented the
Connecticut Regional Coalition
for Immigrant Rights, a gathering
point for unions, churches, and
community and student groups
that take part in the movement for
immigrant rights. Also present
were Carlos Cordova, President of
the Association of Ganansol
Residents in Danbury, and Chris
Towne, a member of the Qanbury
Coalition for Peace. Together, the
three men provided a context for
Isaac Antonio Maldonado's story
of the day he was arrested at a pickup site by a federal agent who was
disguised as a contractor.
"I was waiting- in the park for
work when a man drove up in a

van," Maldonado said. "They took
us to Boston. In the prison they
treated us badly, they treated us
like criminals. Ultimately, it was
thanks to; students that I was
released. Now I'm happy."
Maldonado also joked that he
; hoped no one from Trinity would
report him' to the authorities.
Charlie Fuentes '08, was the
moderator at the event and was
responsible for bringing the forum
to Trinity. "Getting the speakers
was not tough, because our campaign is very strong and. our members are very dedicated," Fuentes
said. "When I offered them the
opportunity to come and speak at
the College they didn't hesitate for
one second. They truly love the
fact that college students want to
be involved."
One such student was Naila
Eisa '08. Aside from being there to
help set-up the event, she also
attended because of certain personal connections. "Basically,
Charlie came to AmnestyInternational to talk about these
immigrant raids, and back at home
•I have a lot of people, including
my parents, who are immigrants,
and it just really interested me how
[the government] could just compromise the rights of immigrants
and human beings," she said. "I
mean, to kick them out of the
country without even notifying
their famiEes, I find that inhusee SPEAKERS on page 13
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Harvard's Guinier Discusses Diversity
BySAN-EOULAN
FEATURES EDITOR
On Monday, Feb. 5, Lani
Guinier, a Harvard University professor, gave a lecture on "Race,
Gender & Power." As she
approached the podium, she commended everyone for being present despite the cold evening. She
began her lecture with a short
anecdote that would be a
metaphor for what she would be
speaking about later on. She told
a story of watching her son and
friends play a game of golf ball
relay, where contestants had to
carry a golf ball in a spoon down
a path, and whoever was first won.
The teams were organized into
boys versus girls, and she noted
that the girls repeatedly won
despite the boys' attempts at victory. Looking at this result, Guinier
and her colleagues began analyzing
the behavior of the children, trying
to deduce the reason for the girls'
victory. During this conversation,
Guinier's mother asked, "Who
designed the game?" Her mother's
poignant question made Guinier
realize that the power structure
shapes the way race and gender are
viewed in society.
She then introduced the concept of the miner's canary, which
miners used to determine the
underground air quality, because,
the canary's air passages were more
sensitive. Guinier argued that the
experience of the canary, a minority, is not calculated into the solution of the problem. Extrapolating
this-to social dynamics she argued
that without taking into consideration the minority's experience,
nothing can be solved, "The experience of the minority is a potential diagnostic for the problems in
society," she said.'
Using these metaphors she
delved into the US power structure, emphasizing three points for
the control of power in society.
"First is the visual conflict, or who
is winning or losing," Guinier stated. She then pointed out that society pays the most attention to the
visual conflict. Her second point
was the idea of agenda setting, or
who creates the rules. She referred

to her son's experiences; since the
girls had created the game, they
were clearly at an advantage.
Finally, she asserted that "The stories the winners tell about why
they won and why the losers lose
keeps the losers in the game."
Having laid out these concepts, she described her own experiences with gender inequality in
higher education. A professor,
Guinier told a story where she and
a student once uncovered startling
facts about gender inequality in
law school using a survey. She stated that results showed that women
were not nearly as active as men in
class participation. Her colleagues
offered many explanations for this
odd discovery. Guinier said, "My
colleagues said that admitted
women chose softer majors in
comparison to men, and were not
used to the tough atmosphere of
law school."
However, the true explanation
laid in the rules of the "game".
Guinier realized that the classes
were structured to promote aggressiveness, in which students were
forced to participate through asking questions. Whereas the men
were able to take advantage of this
system, the women were sitting
back, biding their time until the
right moment. "The women would
be formulating the perfect
response for the opportune
moment, but their statements
would be lost," she said. She then
argued that instead of accepting
visible conflict one needs to concentrate on the Canary's experience to fix the atmosphere.
Moving on from gender
inequalities in higher education,
she began to focus on race and
class inequality in higher education
institutions. She said, "Affirmative
action is justified on the grounds
that it creates a diverse student
body but it is the wrong way of
thinking about diversity and
admission in higher education."
Guinier continued, "Affirmative
action is the pint sized gas mask
for the canary. Fix the atmosphere
and the miners can breathe."
She then shared the results of
her findings from the University of
Pennsylvania, which showed that

only 14 percent of the time did
LSAT scores predict first year
grades. She then argued that these
tests are better at predicting family
wealth than academic performance. "The mission of higher education needs to be in the admissions criteria," she said. She
explained that schools are thinking
backwards when it comes students.
She suggested that many higher
education institutions have a mission of producing helpful citizens.
"With keeping this goal in mind,
institutions need to create graduates that help the community,"
Guinier said. She suggested that by
using the experience of those not
winning, the school can create a
better admissions system,, because
when the "winners" are telling the
story, the status quo is maintained
and the agenda is not changed.
Having provided an argument
for the need for a change in admissions policy, she pointed to the
example of Clark University. The
institution was located in a poor
neighborhood, but the university
decided to fulfill their mission of
serving the community and decided to invest in the local high
school. "The university decided to
base high school admissions criteriam: location," she said. She went
on to explain the only requirement
for entry into the school was that
the applicants had to live in the
neighborhood, thus fulfilling their
mission of serving the surrounding
community. Even though the
entering students did not show
strong academic skills, the school
boasted a 100, percent graduation
rate)(. She concluded that institutions need to re-evaluate their
admission's policy to better tailor
it to their mission. "If we are to be
a democracy we cannot lose potential talent and breed resentment in
the lower class," she said "We cannot afford to call ourselves a
democracy when we are creating a
plutocracy." She stated that higher
education institutions need to pay
attention to the minority in order
to avoid perpetuating the status
quoto pay attention to the minority, because listening to the story
of the majority only perpetuates
the status quo.
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January 20 - February 18

Embrace your, francophone tendencies and enjoy some
coq au vin at Le Bistro. Then channel your inner Coco
Chanel by tuning into Paris fashion week on sryle.com.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Milo the French
Bulldog. He has a certain je ne sais quoi.

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

H

Though you have been using the Tan Van, you should
explore waxing options as well - furry is not the new
look for spring. Also, you smell like a dog.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Lucy the German
Shepherd. Also smells like a dog.

T

Your loyalty has earned you the nickname, "Semper
Fi." You are true blue, faithful to your school, family
and friends. Be kind to all animals, even little bunnies.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Jackson the Golden
Retriever. An American Hero.

ARIES

TAURUS

March 21 - April 19

April20-May 20

Sports are not your thing. You can't name a player
on the Colts and have never even seen the interior of
Ferris. But don't stress, the brain is a muscle too.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Nameless Chihuahua.
He got sidelined too.

GEMINI

May 21 - June 21

We fly high.
No lie.
You know this.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Bomber the Samoyed.
He's BALLINNNN'.

CANCER

June 22-July 22

Your roommate is hooking up with your RA and this
makes your life awkward and your nights long from
the perpetual sound of squeaking bedsprings.
Your Puppy, Bowl •GontestentiiSp&a.cex: ,ttxei; Border
Terrier. He humps all the lady puppies.

LEO

July 23-August 22

You will grapple with an identity crisis this week.
College is a time for exploration and to redefine who
you truly are ... but who is that, really?
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Sonny the Puggle. Is
he a pug or a ... muggle?

VIRGO

TCP

August 23 - September 22
Eat for two in an effort to keep away the ferocious
chill. Don't worry about the extra pounds, no one
will be able to see them through your puffy parka.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Quesadilla the Terrier
Mutt... because you love quesadillas, duhhhh.

'
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AQUARIUS

LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
Like Ricky Bobby, you have a need for speed. Break
free from the restrictions of society and Campus Safety
and go for a wild ride in your 1995 Toyota Camry.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Porsche the Boxer. He
knows a sweet whip when he sees one.

'

»
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Horoscopes
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SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN
A*.

i

November 22 - December 21

You find yourself overhearing sensitive conversations
and witnessing freshman girls doing embarrassing
things. This is a talent you should be putting to work.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Larry the Vizsla Mix.
He is AT. Whoops, secret identity revealed.

*"•<

•

October 23-November21

Your peers admire you for your grace and good looks.
Avoid the February blues by adding to your Saturday
night ensemble with a charm bracelet or hairbow.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Jacky the Pomeranian,
with whom you share an acutely honed sense of style.

. ,

Erin Carter

Lani Guinier delivers her speech on diversity, women, gender, and sexuality issues in the Washington Room Monday night.

December 22-January 19

Your bofo left you to go abroad. To console yourself,
you spend your days trying to catch him on Skype
and visiting animalplanet.com to look at puppies.
Your Puppy Bowl Contestant: Noah the Peldngese.
Hails from China and looks hawt on a webcam.
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Biology Major McCarthy Trin Alum Debutante at Gandhi and
'07 Wins Research Award Prestigious International MLK Topic
at Lecture
By TERRANCE SULLIVAN

FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Elizabeth McCarthy '07, a
biology major from Wynantskill,
NY,
was
awarded
the
Distinguished Student Researcher
Award by the. School for Field
Studies this past fall. This award
is given out each semesterto an
outstanding student that has
demonstrated "exceptional skills
in the area of research as determined primarily by the Directed
Research paper, a main requirement of the SFS semester." The
School for Field Studies is an
international non-profit academic institution that provides environmental education and conducts research through its fieldbased programs. The goal of the
SFS is to provide hands-on interdisciplinary education, especially
in the area of "environmental
research in partnership with natural resource-dependent communities." Established in 1980, the SFS
offers different programs in several countries including Costa
Rica, Turks & Caicos, Kenya,
Mexico, and Australia.
Here on campus, McCarthy
works in Dr. Kent Dunlap's lab
in the Biology Department where
she and others research and
explore the influence of social
interaction on behavior and brain
structure in electric
fish.
McCarthy is also a member of
the Biology Club v and works several hours a week.inftrie,'Raetfeer
library.
During the spring semester of
her junior year, McCarthy spent
most of her time in Australia
working on an independent
research project that correlated
with her studies in the classroom.
The SFS program in Australia primarily focuses on the studying of
the ecology and the management
of the tropical rainforest in
Queensland. Before McCarthy
could begin her^ independent
research project, a cyclone hit Far
North Queensland, which altered
the ecology of the rainforest in
which she was studying. Because

of the cyclone, a vast majority of
By LIZZIE BROWN
the
students'
independent
NEWS EDITOR
research projects quickly looked
at the impact of the cyclone on
Kate Falchi '06 recently came
the flora and fauna of the rain- out at the 52nd International
forest. McCarthy's independent Debutante Ball at the Waldorfresearch project focused on the Astoria Hotel in New York City
"how levels of damage caused by on Dec. 29, 2006. Though the
the cyclone varied among trees of actual event lasted but one
different sizes (in both height evening, the entire experience
and girth)." Researching topic spanned almost a year, starting
this required a lot of time and when Falchi received an unpreceeffort dedicated to field work, dented call.
but ultimately, McCarthy found
Falchi remembers hanging out
that tree sizes were not related to in her room with some friends
the different levels of cyclone where they were "probably watchdamage, stating that trees, "No ing some crappy TV show," when
matter what their size were sus- her mother, who, also, had come
ceptible to limb breaks, stem out as a debutante, called to
snaps, and uprooting."
inform Falchi that she and her sisCurrently, McCarthy is work- ter had been asked to participate
ing with her advisor for the pro- in the International.
gram, Dr. Tim Curran.Professor
Though Falchi and her friends
of Chemistry, and together they had little experience with debuare assembling an abstract to sub- tantes given the fact that the tradimit to the joint conference of the tion may be considered somewhat
Ecological Society of America outdated, Falchi was really excited
and the Society for Ecological about the opportunity to come
Restoration that is being held out at such a prestigious ball. She
this August.
If accepted, elaborates, "[Debutante balls] are
McCarthy will travel to San Jose not a contemporary thing to do,
to present a poster documenting but a really nice tradition."
her research.
Falchi, along with the other
McCarthy accepted her award potential debutantes, underwent a
with great honor and satisfaction, very selective process before being
stating that she had a great time asked to participate in the Ball.
throughout the duration of her Each young woman is nominated
experience in Australia, and looks by and then voted upon by memforw'ard to more exploration, bers of the committee. More
research, and challenges that may detailed information is unavailable
come her way in the future.
because, as Falchi puts it, "They

Courtesy of Alyssa Simpson

terious, in fact, that Falchi has yet
to know who nominated her in
the first place.
After receiving the news, the
53 debutantes who came out this
past year had much to do to prepare for this exclusive event:
$12,000 tables to purchase, guests
to invite, ballroom dancing classes
to take, and fabulous white couture dresses to select.
So ... let's talk about the dress.
Falchi chose a gorgeous taffeta,
strapless gown with an empire
bust accented with crystals by
Amsale. She completed the ensemble with the same pair of gloves

continued from page 11

Courtesy of Kate Falchi

power, and the Jim Crow laws were
fixated in the South; for these reasons many leaders in the AfricanAmerican community were skeptical of a non-violent solution. In
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Gandhi was viewed more as
a mythical, saintly figure than a
political leader. Prashad argued
that before a "Black Gandhi"
would emerge, a more practical
and reasonable interpretation of
Gandhi was needed. Gandhi was
not mythical; he was simply a man
who reacted extraordinarily to his
surroundings.
In his second section of the
lecture, Dr. Prashad broke down
how Gandhi was not always
"Gandhi," but was shaped by his
experiences in South Africa.
Gandhi went there as a lawyer in
1893, representing what came to be
his people. During his stay he
learned of the injustices Indians
were facing and slowly became
politically active. However, he initially backed down from governmental (British) pressure, and even
when he began to become political
it was only in his caste (professional) that he sought justice. It was
not until later, after working-class
Indians began to protest as weii
did he assume .leadership and
become "Gandhi."

that her mother had worn when
she came out years before in
Texas, and a beautiful 'do courtesy
of Bumble and Bumble.
Falchi like the other debutantes, was presented by both a
civilian escort dressed in white tie
and an assigned member from the
United States Air Force, Coast
Guard,
Military or
Naval
Academies,
or
Norwich
University. Falchi's civilian escort
was her boyfriend and fellow
Triiiity alum, Billy Maloni. The
two took dancing classes together
pre-Ball. "He had a good time,"
Falchi adds, "He had to put up
with so much but he was really,
really sweet."
^
of the average debutante, Falchi tion, Prashad returned to America
also received the amazing honor but this time spoke about the oriof being featured in the New York gins of King. He showed that
Times, alongside her sister. Hailing King was a product of his time and
from New York City, the home of circumstances.
Non-violent
the ball, the Falchi sisters were protest had already taken place in
especially interesting to the Times. America. The boycott of public
The author of the article was very transportation
of
Africanimpressed by how down-to-earth Americans following the Rosa
the Falchi's were, considering the parks incident is an example of
fact that they were coming out at this. No, Dr. King was not born
such an expensive and exclusive "Dr. King" but rose up after being
ball.
shaped in much the same way as
Before, during, and after the Gandhi was shaped, to become an
ball, Falchi has proven herself "uncrowned king." The question
stunning, inside and out and a •now, as I see it, is when will the
second "uncrowned king" rise?
true credit to Trinity College.

Speakers Address Immigration Injustices at Gallows Hill Forum
continued From page 11
mane, and part of Amnesty
International is to fight for human
rights."
Ultimately, the goal of the
event was to raise awareness. "I
wanted people to come out of
Gallows shocked at the fact that
human beings in this day and age,
in a country that stands for freedom and 'equal rights,' are being
treated this way every day,"
Fuentes said. "I wanted people to
go home or go back to their
rooms and tell their roommates,
their neighbors, tell their family
members what is going, across the
country, in this state and in our
neighborhoods. I myself never
knew how to go about helping the
immigrant rights movement so I
wanted to reach out to all of those
that want to become involved."
At the end of the presenta-

tions, students and faculty immediately had a chance to get involved.
There was a question-and-answer
session, as well as an open dialogue
amongst those attending.
"I wanted the discussion segment to truly bring out questions
that were on people's iftinds and
that they can't find an answer to in
the media or books," Fuentes said.
One student, Daniela OrtizBahamonde '10, shared her story.
"Everyone thinks that this doesn't
concern them or affect them, or
that they don't know anyone in
these kinds of situation, but Iwas
an illegal immigrant," OrtizBahamonde said. "This is happening in our backyards, and everyone
should let others know what is
happening."
There were,several other similar
testimonials, as well as input from
professors, including Andrea
Dyrness, Assistant Professor of

Educational Studies. Dyrness also
served as translator for the event.
Overall, Fuentes and his fellow
speakers stressed the importance of
the forum.
"I believe it was important to
hold an event like this so that students on our campus can become
aware of what is happening with
the immigration issue," he said.
"Immigration is one of the hottest
topics in politics and it does not
receive the media coverage it
deserves, and even then, when it
does get coverage the message does
not always favor the immigrant. I
wanted to have an event on immigration so that students and faculty could hear what it is like to be
an immigrant in a city targeted by
Immigrations
and
Customs
Enforcement."
On Feb 25, another forum will
be held at Western Connecticut
State University.

EHn Caner

Charlie Fuentes '08 moderates, addresses the audience at "Immigrants Speak Out!"
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Top 10
Things That Happened
"Around Trinity"
10. Anonymous alpha male seen wandering the
halls of the concrete jungle wearing size XS
women's flannel pajama pants bedecked with
penguins. Too cute?
9. Sophomore singer's techno hit heard blasting
in Vernon Street Basements, inspiring all part^people to seek their own "Midnight Surprise.
8. Drunken damsel spotted passed out on the
floor of a toilet stall Saturday night in a dorm
that shares its name with a hawt 90s boy band.
7. Happy hippies seen passing around the good
herb in a Vernon Street basement.
6. Freshman frat-hopeful seen mopping the
ladies' loo at a brotherhood bathroom.
5. Hartford local introduced himself outside
the Tap ... offering to sell Trin studs pills.
4. Bunny rabbits sighted hopping the halls of
Hansen.
3. Bunny rabbits sighted gracing the boy shorts
of a blitzed babe running around Vernon Place.
2. Patches of yellow snow - and even a feminine product - found around campus. Come
on campers, this isn't the wilderness, find yourself a bathroom.
1. Large phallus (we like to call it a "snow
penl5 j gracing the football field Friday night,
what pervy menaces could have constructed
such a sculpture?!
s

Hurnaa Right Lecture Series
Starts in the New Year

Survivors and Supporters CSC Helps
Kick Off Relay Campaign Teamsf Kids
Connect

ing their "senior spring," the
doctors found a third cancer in
The kick-off event for this her pelvis. Even though she has
through
so
much,
year's Relay For Life was both an been
information session and a time Garbatini remains optimistic
to remember friends and family and has even come to see many
who have or have had cancer. blessings in her struggle with
First the chairs of Relay For Life cancer.
spoke. Co-chair sophomore Dan
"When you experience a
Hoyle spoke of his mother's hardship, it helps you to put
struggle with and eventual tri- things in perspective. You stop
umph over breast cancer.
worrying or caring so much
"Bearing witness to a loved about the small and silly things
one's suffering is devastating, that used to be important
and it's hard not to feel com- because you come to know what
pletely helpless, but the actions is truly important. It helps you
we take now, our participation to appreciate every day and all
in Relay, will ensure that some- of the simple things in your life
day, people will not have to go that are good, like your family,
through everything we have your friends, a beautiful day, and
been through. Someday, there just feeling normal," she said.
will be a cure," he said.
Before the close of the meetOne of the most moving ing, those in attendance placed
moments of the evening was glow sticks into paper bags to
Garbatini's speech. At the age of symbolize luminaria, which is
11 her doctor discovered that a lighted candle in a bag dedicated
bump on her calf was cancer.' in honor of or in memory of
After a year of persistent someone who had or has had
chemotherapy, a painful opera- cancer. There was not one pertion, and losing all of her hair, son in attendance who did not
as well as 26 pounds, Garbatini stand to put a glow stick in a
beat the cancer. Then it came bag. Every single person at the
back eight months later and meeting knew someone who has
again when she was 13 years old. or has had cancer.
Finally, a few days after her 14th
"Everyone has been affected
birthday, she had her leg ampu- by this disease to some extent
tated above the knee. The doc- over their lifetime. Relay gives
tors also discovered a secondary everyone hope that we will one
cancer on her rib, so a portion day find a cure," Hoyle said.
of her,,rib was removed. In her
Hoyle and the other two cofreshman year of high school, chairs,
sophomores
Will
the rib tumor came back, and Cyphers and Caitlin Farrell, are
she had her entire rib removed confident that this year's Relay
and a portion of her.lung. Then For Life will be as successful, if
in March of her senior year, not more successful than last
when most students were enjoy- year's.
continued from page 1

Edwin C Pr.ill

Patricia Blum and Donna Newman, attorneys involved in various aspects of challenging the U.S. government's actions in its war
on terror, spoke Tuesday at the first of the Human Rights
Program's Spring 2007 lecture series.
Blum, who is a consultant for the Center for Constitutional
Rights, spoke about her experiences working with Bush
Administration-dubbed "enemy combatants." Blum described the
predicament of detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, concluding
that the United States must wake up, challenge the government's
erosion of civil liberties,1 and restore habeas corpus.
Newman picked up on the right to habeas corpus, giving the
history of the right to know the charges against oneself, in terms of
her challenges in trying to represent Jose Padilla, who was detained
in 2003 as a suspected "dirty bomber." The Human Rights Program
will host two additional lectures this semester, culminating in a daylong conference on May 5, at which Human Rights students wiE
present their papers.
-Joanna Hecht

Will Cyphers
Students light luminaries as part of the campaign kick-off rally for Relay for Life.

continued from page 11
doesn't like it. They're being successful and it's inspiring them to
rake on other challenges."
There are hopes of establishing speed skating, figure skating
and ice hockey classes in the
coming years in an effort to keep
kids involved.
Josue Diaz, a student at
Hartford Magnet Middle School
and a participant in the Rising
Stars mentoring program, gave
perhaps the clearest impression of
what a significant impact the new
sports complex has had on the
Hartford community. "It's a lot
of fun. I'm learning to do tricks.
I've been here [in Hartford] for
six years but never learned to
skate. Some people used to skate
at a pond nearby but I didn't go
because it was dangerous," Diaz
said. Diaz continued on to say
that he eventually hopes to play
hockey. When asked if he might
consider attending Trinity, Diaz
responded saying, "I would go to
Trinity if I could play hockey!"
The rink can accommodate
large volumes of skaters thanks to
its 325 pairs of skates, the purchase of which was made possible
by a donation from The John G.
Martin
Foundation
of' .
Farmington,
Conn.
Additionally;'; the" WSlf Pa'cF''"
Foundation of Hartford, as well
as David Carillo '04, provided..' **
funding for the helmets that are
being used by the Hartford
Public Schools and Learn to
Skate programs. Such generosity
is crucial to the success of the
rink. As Diaz noted, "It takes a
lot of electricity to keep this place
cold. It must be expensive." He
then added with a big smile, "But
I'm glad they do it!"
A rink dedication ceremony
will be held on Feb. 11 at 1:30
p.m. Willie O'Ree, Director of
Diversity Programming for the
NHL Diversity Task Force and
the first black player in the
National Hockey League, will be
in attendance along with
Hartford Mayor Eddie Perez.
O'Ree will visit the local Boys
and Girls Club on Feb. 10 to tell
his inspiring story of playing a
20-year professional career with
95 percent loss of vision in his
right eye due to a an injury
incurred when a stray hockey
puck hit him. A brief alumni
game will follow the dedication
ceremonies. At 3:30 p.m there
will be an open skate.

trincoll.edu
Hartford children enjoy skating at CSC.
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Dancers Connect Through Fantasy, Reality Merge in Labyrinth
Culture, Time, and Space
By KATY NOLIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

By LAUREN TURLIK
NEWS EDITOR
"Connect: A Collaborative
Dance Concert" kicked off the
annual Seabury 47 Performance
Series last Wednesday, Jan. 31
attracting a full house of students, faculty members, and
Hartford residents. The dance
troupe consisted of Visiting
Lecturer in Theater and Dance
Lorelei Li Chang, Chloe
Carlson, Jillian
Ducharme,
Kristen Hafford, and Nancy
Hughes. The performance contained five very different dances.
However, each dance had a common theme of connection, with
culture, with a people, or with a
time and space.
The first dance was titled
"mommytango" and was choreo"graphed by Carlson. Three
dancers began the choreography
with a series of motions stereotypically related to mothers:
holding babies, stirring cookie
batter, washing dishes. The
music and movements were
rushed and frantic, representing
the amazing multi-tasking abilities of a mother. The music then
became slow and mysterious,
evoking a, mother;.? feejings of
worry. This'can b'e?as*' kr; *'' *-ji

demonstrate the emotional side
of a mother. Finally, the music
resumed an upbeat and quick
pace. The dancers used laundry
baskets as props and even wore
them around their waists as
tutus. Of course, this reflected
the fun and exciting times of
motherhood. At the end of the
piece, the dancers collapsed in
exhaustion, as do mothers at the
end of the day.
"For Dan Wagoner" was the
second piece to be performed,
again choreographed by Carlson.
Although still a work in
progress,. it demonstrated the
. creativity of Carlson because she
used a poem, rather than music,
to accompany the movements.
Ducharme and Hughes performed the duet to Mary
Oliver's "Wild Geese." It was an
interesting dance because the
words of the poem were emphasized by the dancer's sudden
reactions to them. The movements were very fluid and
smooth due to the impressively
flexible spines of the performers.
However, the dancers did not
seem
appropriately
paired
together. One dancer used larger
movements and performed them
• INSPIMJE& on page 16

Guillermo del Toro is known
for making off-beat films {Blade
II, Hellboy, and The Devil's
. Backbone) that enthrall his audience with visual spectacles,
thrilling, twisting plots, and
three-dimensional, fascinating
characters. His latest, Pan's
Labyrinth, is no exception, and
del Toro manages to seduce the
audience yet again with his dark,
www.oscarwatch.com
adults-only, fairy-tale.
A young girl named Ofelia confronts a fantastical monster in Pan's Labyrinth.
Hispanic filmmakers have
been a dominant force this "Once Upon a Time," as the with an iron, despotic fist. The
awards season,
n a r r a t o r
young Ofelia (played by the talwith Alejandro
describes a magi- ented Ivana Baquero) is traveling
What truly makes this
G o n z a l e z
cal "underworld with her pregnant mother
Inarritu's Babel
realm,
where (Adriana Gil) to the distant outElm a success is the
and
Alfonso
there are no lies post of her new father, the sadisoverall combination
Cuaron's (a proor pain," and a tic and power-hungry Captain
[...] del Toro succeeds
ducer for Pan's
young princess Vidal (Sergi Lopez). Vidal is the
Labyrinth)
so keen to see perfect example of a despotic,
in making you believe
Children of Men
the
outside violent Facist, and Ofelia begins
in this magical world
scoring several
world that she to escape her tyrannical, oppresas Ofelia does, and you leaves her king- sive household in search of more
key Oscar nods.
Nominated for
dom only to for- entertaining (and safer) activicannot help but wish
Best Foreign Film
get her royal ties.
you were the young
at the Oscars
birth and to'sufIn her wanderings, Ofelia
princess trying desper(among " other
fer
a
cold, encounters a fairy, in the guise
categories), del
painful death.
of a gross insect, who leads her
ately to return to a
Toro's film ultithrough an ancient labyrinth in
The
story
carefree, painless life.
mately wins the
quickly cuts to her backyard. At the center oi
day with its stir1944 Spain, a the labyrinth, she meets a faun
ring visual effects and beautifultime after the (played by the only American
ly tragic story.
Spanish Civil "War when the bru16
begins with, a tal
T

Pining to be Abroad? Experience Other Cultures Through Film
BySARAYOO
ARTS EDITOR
It is rather depressing to be a
junior who is not abroad while
the bulk of your friends are away
expanding their cultural horizons in . London, Paris, or
Madrid. Now you'll have to go
out and try to find all new
friends to replace the ones who
are gone or you can try to live
vicariously through your friends
while sitting in dreary Hartford
by scrolling through pictures
they have posted on Facebook
(updated so much you can hardly keep up). But after the 14th
picture of someone posing in
front of the Eiffel Tower, that
too gets depressing if not completely annoying. Say no to all of

the above and instead check out
one of films from the following
sampling of movies from overseas. Those of us remaining in
• the States can still get a taste of
an exotic locale, foreign languages and all. And for those of
you whose knowledge of foreign
films stretches as far as Amelie,
Crouching
Tiger
Hidden
Dragon, and the Harry Potter
series (because they're British,
right?), this list is especially for
you.
The Green Butchers:
This Danish dark comedy
(directed by Anders Thomas
Jensen) tells the story of two losers who decide to open their
own butcher's shop in a little
town. Business is slow at first,
but one of th& butchers capital-

www.exclaim.ca
Two men boost their meat business in criminal ways in dark comedy Green Butchers.

izes on a little accident, and suddenly lines are out the door
every day for Svend's special
marinated "chicken" patties.
Also, people start randomly disappearing from the town, their
bodies nowhere to be found.
Nikolaj Lie Kaas plays Bjarne,
the perpetually stoned but relatively rational business partner
with a dark, twisted past. Mads
Mikkelsen {Casino Royale, King
Arthur) brilliantly plays the neurotic, emotionally tortured part
of Svend. Although Mikkelsen
has been labeled the "sexiest
man in Denmark," in this film
he is balding, sweaty, and socially retarded. To come up with the
money to open the shop, Bjarne
takes his comatose twin brother
off of life support to inherit a
large sum of money, and soon
the butchers unintentionally
become criminals.
Hable con Ella (Talk to Her):
Nobody does weird better than
the
Spanish
and
Pedro
Almodovar is one of the best
Spanish directors, out there. His
2002 film Hable con Ella takes
the weird prize out of all his
films, and that is saying something
considering
Bad
Education was kind of a freakfest. However, Hable con Ella is
much more introspective and
insightful, and there are no
transvestites involved in the
story. Marco (Dario Grandinetti)
is in love with Lydia (Rosario
Flores), who goes into a coma
after a bullfighting accident. He

www.symphony space.org
A young Deneuve dazzles as a girl in love in Umbrellas, one of tier first films.

meets another man, Benigno
0avier Camara) who happens to
be a male nurse caring for a
comatose ballerina named Alicia
(Leonor Watling) with whom he
is in love. They form a friendship, taking care of their respective comatose lovers, although
they face different personal
issues. Marco is haunted with
the question of whether Lydia
really loves him or not, and as
for Benigno, he is in love with a
woman who never really knew
him but when he admired from
afar. He tells her everything and
confides in her as if she were his
lover who could hear him. There

is plenty of 'strange1 in the film;
but at the same time it is filled
with immense compassion and
really captures the emotions of
loneliness that humans face.
Also recommended: All of Pedro
Almodovar's other films.
Les Parapluies de Cherbourg
(Umbrellas of Cherbourg):
One of Catherine Deneuve's
first films is a fabulous little
French musical — and don't
worry if you are not a fan of
musical theater. The cheesiness
is kept to a minimum, even
though the entire dialogue is
see SEE on page 17
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Inspired Dance Event Labyrinth a Work of True Originality
Delights Seabury Crowd
continued from page 15

the song. When the music had
finally ended, the man continquickly while the other had a ued to ignore the woman.
gentler feel to her steps.
The final piece of the night
The next piece performed was "Escape from the Past," chowas titled "two women" and was reographed by Chang. When the
choreographed by Hughes. The lights first came on, Chang was
dance was inspired by her con- sitting alone in a beautiful
nection with her sister. Carlson Chinese top folding a white
and Chang: danced to music by scarf. Then Carlson, Ducharme,
Fripp & Eno that sounded more and Hafford entered, each carrylike an annoying swarm of bees ing their own white scarf. The
than an actual song. The posi- trio danced in rounds while
Chang remained
tions of the
lonely on the
dancers
were
Mid-piece, Chang perside. The most
abstract
and
beautiful aspect
interesting, incorformed an amazing
of the dance was
porating crooked
solo. Her movements
the use of the
arms, bent knees,
portrayed such strong
long,
white
and flexed feet.
A
common
emotions that even the
s c a r v e s .
movement (kick
Aesthetically,
tip of her toes seemed
front, kick side,
they added a
to be conveying a feelthrow arm to the
lovely and fasciside) proved to
ing [...] This piece was
nating
touch.
be the thread
The
dancers
used
the most inspiring of
that held the
them as props,
the night and rightfully wrapping
piece together.
the
The costuming
saved for the finale.
scarves around
choice was also
their arms, legs,
very interesting.
and backs. When
Each dancer wore a different Chang joined in the dance, the
piece of costume jewelry: one trio surrounded her, tying their
turquoise, one ruby.
scarves around her face and
"Can you hear me?" was the arms, thus preventing her escape.
fourth piece that was performed. Mid-piece, Chang performed an
The music was by Yo Yo Ma and amazing solo. Her movements
'the choreography was by Chang. portrayed such strong emotions
. Ducharme wore a bright orange that even the tips of her toes
skirt with a black top and her seemed to be conveying a feelpartner, Haffprd, wore black ing. Her steps were even more
pants and a bright orange top emphasized by the scarf, whichwith a tie. The beginning was swished and swayed through the
rather humorous, and typical of air. This piece was the most
many relationships. Ducharme inspiring of the night and was
danced around Hafford, portray- rightfully saved for the finale.
Although certain members of
ing the male figure, in attempts
to attract "his" attention. the group have only recently
However, Hafford continued to started dancing together in
ignore her. Eventually the music November, their involvement
became more upbeat and the and interactions in the piece
man finally realized the woman's fooled the audience. If interestpresence. The choreography was ed, these pieces, along with
fun and entertaining because the many more, will be performed
music was very well incorporat- April 7 at The Charter Oak
e'd. Each step matched a note in Cultural Center.
continued from page 15

and non-Spanish speaker in the
cast, Doug Jones) who reveals
Ofelia's identity as the magical
princess and gives her three tasks
to complete in order to return to
her kingdom. The tasks range
from the downright disgusting
(forcing a gigantic toad to vomit
a golden key) to escaping the
clutches of a baby-eating albino
(played by Jones again) that has
eyeballs in his hands (note: there
is no way to do this description
justice, so either see the film or
cheat and look at the pictures
online).
In the midst of Ofelia's dangerous wanderings, the sadistic
Vidal wages brutal war on antiFrancO' guerillas, who are aided
by Ofelia's only friend, the
housekeeper Mercedes (Y Tu
Mama Tambien's
beautiful
Maribel Verdu) and by the kind
doctor (Alex Angulo). Del Toro
masterfully weaves Ofelia's fantastical, potentially imaginary
world with the harsh, realistic
world of 1940s Spain, and by the
ending, they represent the same,

tragic conclusion.
Del Toro is known for the
thoroughness in his films, and
he uses this thoroughness to full
effect in Pan's Labyrinth. Too
often, fantasy films suffer from
thoughtlessness and superficiality — see Chronicles of Narnia
for a perfect example - and what
had the potential to be a great
movie turns into a messy, visual
bombardment with little plot or
character development and
excessive CGI. Pan's Labyrinth
relies instead on small doses of
animation and special effects,
concentrating on beautifully
constructed sets and costumes
that are well thought out and
appropriate.
What truly makes this film
succeed is not the individual
details (though they don't hurt
either) but the overall combination — del Toro succeeds in making you believe in this magical
world as much as Ofelia does,
and you cannot help but wish
you were the young princess trying desperately to return to a
carefree, painless life.
Artistically, the film is per-

fect. Guillermo Navarro's cinematography is smooth, fluid,
and enchanting, and Javier
Navarette's original score is
equally eerie and inviting. The
makeup is ultimately what makes
the movie, as del Toro one-ups
Tim Burton with fantastical creatures, horrifyingly realistic violence, and overall gothic undertones.
While the Best Foreign Film
category is still up for grabs,
there is little doubt that Pan's
Labyrinth will score big in the
Best Art Direction, Achievement
in
Cinematography,
and
Achievement in Makeup categories at the Academy Awards
later this month.
This is not your average
Disney fairy tale, and there is no
fairy godmother, magic wand, or
glass slipper to end the death,
destruction, and chaos. Del
Toro's cathartic film concentrates instead on the magic that
exists inside a person amidst
pain and suffering, and while
you might leave the theater disturbed and depressed, you will
love every minute of it.

• ••
www.samcamp.com
Guillermo del Toro's adult fairy tale has earned five Oscar nominations, including one for best Foreign Language Film.

Cinestudio
Casablanca
When the Writer's Guild of America initiated its list of Best 101 Screenplays in 2006, it
came as no surprise that Casablanca's classic
love story was voted number one. It all begins
in the Nazi-controlled North African city
where a cynical expatriate named Rick
(Humphrey Bogart) runs his cafe, a meeting
place for displaced refugees and corrupt officials alike. When Rick's ex-lover (played by
Ingrid Bergman) and her Resistance leader
husband (Paul Henreid) turn up asking for
help, it is the ultimate test of his humanity.
Winner of three Academy Awards for Best
Picture, Best Director, and Best Adapted
Screenplay.
Sunday, Feb. 11: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 12: 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 13: 7:30 p.m.

The Departed

Outlaugh!

Martin Scorsese has shown enormous
range in his choice of subjects, from Edith
Wharton's Age of Innocence to the life of the
Dalai Lama in Kundun, but his movies about
conflicted bad guys finding danger on the
streets of a big city {Mean Streets, Taxi Driver,
Goodfellas) are consistently thrilling. The
Departed transposes the plot of a Hong Kong
action movie to the insular world of Boston's
Irish underworld (and police). Leonardo
DiCaprio plays a cop who's gone undercover,
with Matt Damon as his funhouse mirror twin:
a corrupt cop who's working for the mob. Jack
Nicholson, clearly enjoying his chance to work
with Scorsese, pulls out all the stops as the
certifiably eccentric crime boss Frank
Costello, whose malevolent shadow hangs
over the younger men's lives.

Out Film CT and Cinestudio present a one
time only special screening of Outlaugh! This
hilarious concert film takes you onstage and
backstage during the three-day Queer
Comedy Festival, organized by the Los
Angeles improv group The Gay Mafia.
Outlaugh! showcases the funniest gay and lesbian stand-up comics and sketch groups working in America today, including Lea DeLaria,
Bob Smith, Page Hurwitz, Karen Ripley,
Ariana, Bill Cruz, and The Nellie Olesons.
All proceeds will benefit the Hartford Cay
& Lesbian Health Collective. There will be a
reception from 6:30-7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

Wednesday, Feb. 14: 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 15: 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 16: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 1,7: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 7: 7:30 p.m. (Premiere)
Thursday, Feb. 8: 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 9: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 10: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
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See the World: Six Foreign Films to Chase Away Stateside Blues
continued from page 15
sung. Deneuve plays Genevieve,
the daughter of an umbrella
shop owner, and she is madly in
love with a mechanic named
Guy (Nino Castelnuovo). The
two are forbidden from marrying by Genevieve's mother. Guy
leaves a pregnant Genevieve to
join the army for two years, and
when she hears very little from
him, she marries a rich man
named Roland Cassard (Marc
Michel) out of desperation. The
most tragic part is you know at
this point that Guy will'eventually return and find that his
lover, who had pledged her
undying love to him, has married another man. Although
lighthearted at first glance,
Umbrellas is poignant and sad,
and the ending is not what you
would
expect.
Catherine
Deneuve is heartbreakingly

beautiful and the entire film
oozes vintage French charm.
Banlieue 13 (District B13):
This movie, directed by Pierre
Morrel, is like the latest Vin
Diesel flick, except in French —
there are crime lords, fallen
heroes, car crashes, and incredible martial arts stunts galore,
not to forget a neutron bomb
on the verge of detonating. The
setting is dystopian Paris, year
2010 (typical, considering it is
the brainchild of Fifth Element
director Luc Besson), and the
crime has gotten so out of hand
in the ghettos of Paris that they
have all become walled off.
District B13 has the worst reputation of all the crime-ridden
neighborhoods. Bibi Naceri
plays Taha, the crime lord who
rules B13 with an iron fist; former stuntman David Belle plays
Leito, the self-righteous underdog who tries to destroy him.

www m.igpii lures nun
Luc Iifs'ion wrote the sci&vp-pUy tot the lutuiisnc. l i c n d i nlm lijnheut U.

Fellow former stuntman Cyril
Raffaelli plays Damien, an
undercover cop whose mission is
to stop a neutron bomb stolen
and planted by Taha. Belle is a
founder of a local sport called
Parkour, which is basically
climbing walls of buildings and
jumping around an urban landscape, so there is plenty of that
in the movie — very exciting to
watch. There isn't much of a
deep plot here, save for some
social commentary on crime;
however, as Americans,, it's
refreshing to watch a French
movie that isn't.all Eiffel Tower
and l'amour.
Dead Man's Shoes:
If you are a complete Anglophile
like myself, Dead Man's Shoes is
an original and genuinely terrifying film from director Shane
Meadows worth checking out.
No subtitles here, as it is an
English movie, but you may as
well have them, since it will be a
little tough following the thick
English midlands accent. Paddy
Considine
(In
America,
Cinderella Man) plays with eerie
perfection the role of Richard, a
soldier who returns from the
service to h's hometown to seek
his isvuige on a group of guys
who oni.t: got their jollies out of
uinuniii; and exploiting his
m.mall 1
retarded
brother
. W i o " v (Toby Kebbell). He
Jn.s this by appearing to the
mon on-1 iv, one in a creepy gas
mask .Mid i imouflage fatigues. It
•<. a uii ory from Quentin
1'. l.Miunu itvenge moyi&s--k is

www.jigsawlounge.co.ukt
Paddy Considine plays a man out for revenge in Brit thriller Head Man's Shoes.

gritty and low budget with shaky
camera work that borders on
plain old cheap, but it is completely frightening and the cruelty on both ends is convincing
and palpable. The last few minutes will leave you feeling especially uncomfortable.
Intermission:
A confession: the only reason I
ever discovered and watched this
movie was because Cillian
Murphy
(Batman
Begins,
Breakfast on Pluto) was in it. And
yes it's in English, so again, there
are no subtitles but this movie is
as Irish as it gets, considering
Hollywood regular Colin Farrell
is part of the cast (who, by the
way, redeems himself for being an
overrated token psuedo-Irishman
and gives himself some street-cred
by speaking in his native accent
and starring in a low-budget
moyieY.Intermission, directed by

John Crowley, is a slow-burning
love story that takes place in
Dublin and every minute of it is
covertly funny and absurd. It
begins when a loser supermarket
clerk named John (Murphy) loses
his girlfriend Dierdre (Kelly
McDonald) then immediately
regrets it, and dozens of characters and accompanying plotlines
become involved. There are way
too many characters to name, but
a notable mention goes to Colm
Meaney (Layer Cake) who plays a
cop who has a penchant foi
Celtic Mysticism. I hate to call it
a "romantic comedy" because it
reflects real life more than any
lame romantic comedy would,
and besides there is way too
much profanity for it to even be
remotely romantic. Watch it, and
you'll pick up some Irish lingo,
like learning that "ronnie" means
mustache.

Arts in the Area

Networking Reception

Theater and Dance
Senior Thesis Performance: "Daydreamers" by Ellen Kaye

The Aborigines believe that in the Dream Time, their Ancestors created paths
across the earth, singing the world into existence. Combining text and movement, "Daydreamer," by Ellen Kaye explores her personal paths and dreams
.
through the eyes of this universal story.
Friday, February 9, 2007 at 5 p.m.
Saturday, February 10, 2007 at 8 p.m.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Free and Open to the Public
Senior Thesis Performance: "Up and Over We Go" by Jill Hocfcett

"Up and Over we Go" is a hip and stylish original dance-theater performance
inspired by the seminal indie rock album In the Aeroplane Over the Sea by
Neutral Milk Hotel. Six talented Trinity dancers will immerse the audience
through the wave and undertow of this beachside drama.
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Senior Thesis Performance: "Crows Over the Wheatfield" by Sarah Spiegel

A painting a sunflower a starry night a sky a field a crow a mind a world a realization a point of contact a loneliness a madness a darkness. Insanity. Chaos.
Art. A performance piece inspired by the life of Vincent Van Gogh and the other
mad artists who have created some of history's most beautiful work.
Friday, February 9, 2007 at 8 p.m.
Sunday, February 11, 2007 at 2 p.m.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Free and open to the public

Fine Arts

Thv

ny in In

Saturday, February 10, 2007 at 5 p.m.
Sunday, February 11, 2007 at 5 p.m.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Free and open to the public

111- -Il.^la8l

-In'i mi

Studio Arts Majors Show
Thursday, February 8, 2007
Broad Street Gallery
Free and open to the public
See www.austinarts.org for more.

The Trinity Tripod

A Cappella Singers Showcase Talents to Attract New Members
continued from page 1

full sound, which surrounded Chris Houlihan '09, and Matt
and encircled all the people lis- Wrzesniewsky '09, nor the beat
extremely impressed with the tening. It brought the audience boxing by Carter Erwin '07, Ben
to life. I particularly enjoyed the Feldman '10, and Alex Dancho
change of pace.
Along with "Army," "Mad choreographed moves during '08. Devin Romanul '07 finished
World" by Tears for Fears and "Your Love Keeps Lifting Me" by the number with his fantastic
the Dandy Warhols' "Bohemian Jackie Wilson. What's more, (and funny) rap performance.
The night closed with the
Like You" were arranged by they were in unison {which is not
Quirks, Trinity's newest all
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09. He always easy to do).
noted, "Learning
Singer Ellen female a cappella group, which
how to arrange
"I think being in an all- Kaye '07, with was created in 2003 as a Tutorial
music for a capher rendition of project by now-alumnae, Anna
girls group has made
pella has been a
"Son
of
a Vognsen '06 and Brie Schwartz
an impact on me, not
big
learning
Preacher Man," '06. The Quirks began their set
process for me,
simply blew me with "You Gotta Be" by Des'ree
necessarily because it
because I have
is all-girls but because away. Between and followed with "Turn Me
never taken any
the arrangement, On." With her powerful vocals,
of the girls themselves.
theory
classes
her voice, and the soloist Ashley Vitha '07, gave a
and I have only
rest of the Pipes great rendition of this Nora
Each one of use takes
been singing for
filling out the Jones piece.
the group so seriously
two years. The
harmonies, it was
and we are dedicated to one
thing I like most
of
my
about arranging
favorite songs of
making music."
a song is that I
the night.
know
exactly
When
the
-Angelica Castaneda '08 Accidentals, the
who I am writing
the parts for; I
next group to
am friends with each of the take the stage, walked by, a sophDischords, and it is always a omore girl who chose to remain
rewarding experience for me to anonymous, said "I want to
hear our group sing one of my marry all of them, collectively."
arrangements for the first time. After tonight's performance, I
After that, the song sort of can't say I disagree.
becomes a living thing, with each
Now, I have always been a fan
performance benefiting from the of the Accidentals; their energy
vocal and performance talents of and performance style draw peoeach of us."
ple in. But tonight, my personal
After the Dischords perform- favorite was "King of Wishful
ance, the Trinity Pipes took the Thinking," performed by Alex
stage. The oldest coed group on Dancho '08 and Becket Gretencampus, the Pipes obviously Harrison '07. It would be hard
enjoyed performing, which for me to write this article, howallowed the audience to have ever, without mentioning the
fun, too. All three songs had a amazing vocals of Pat Green '07, Friday night, Trinity's oldest a cappella

Their final song of the night,
sung by Meg Smith '09, was a
beautiful ballad that gracefully
completed the concert.
Overall, I was impressed by
all of the a cappella groups.
They mixed high energy with fun
music, and everyone seemed genuinely happy to be there.
One of the only criticisms I
have of the a cappella groups was
how I could not hear some (not
all) of the soloists. When a
group sings, it is important that
they work together so that the
overall sound is fantastic. In certain cases, this may mean that
the rest of the group lowers their
volume to accommodate softer
soloist. That way, the singer,

who probably worked very hard
on their part, can be appreciated.
Part of singing in an a cappella group is getting to know and
work with each of the members.
As Castaneda noted, "I think
being in an all girls group has
made an impact on me, not necessarily because it's all girls, but
because of the girls themselves."
She continued, "Each one of us
takes the group so seriously and
we are committed to making
music." And that's what a cappella is all about.
All five groups will be performing throughout the semester and I would certainly recommend seeing them.

Erin Caner
group, the Pipes, wowed in Hamlin Hall with help of soloist, Amanda Kopman '09.
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6
7:00 p.m.
Val Ramos
flamenco guitar
Austin Arts Center 101
9:30 p.m.
Banquet
Friendship Chapel

1:30 p.m.
CSC Dedication

7

12:00 p.m.
The Jewish Passion for Social
Justice
VVGRAC lounge
12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass Crypt

7:00 p.m.
The Dark Years
LSC Auditorium

5:15 p.m.
Vespers
Sermon by Mr. Noah
Silverman of the
Interfaith Youth Corps

Chapel
9:00 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

Friday February

4:00 p.m.
Memorial Service for
Professor Hugh Ogden
All Welcome
Chapel
4:00 p.m.
Ann Plato Fellowship
Candidates Lecture
Faculty Club

Chapel

11

Thursday, February

Calendar of Events
9
8

12

12:00 p.m.
Free Yoga Classes
Vernon Social Center

3:00 p.m.
Women's Ice Hockey
Community Sports
Complex

1:00 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
Muslim Prayer Room,
100 South Summit

3:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Ray Oosting
Gymnasium

13

5:30 p.m.
Free Yoga Classes
Gallows Hill Lounge

5:30 p.m.
Audition Your Dance

7:00 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

9:30 p.m.
Banquet
Friendship Chapel

7:00 p.m.
Vagina Monologues
Washington Room

For more calendar information, see:
www.trincoll.edu/About
Trinity/News_Events/
CalendarOfPublicEvents

Seabury 49

If you would like a
group or individual featured in the

Community Service
Spotlight, please e-mail
tripod@trincoll.edu

Off-Campus Events
The Bushnell
Hot Chocolate Soul
Hot Chocolate SouFfs a^rn^caTprBducfion showcasing R&B
music, comedy, and poetry backed by a live band. June Archer,
along with special guests and hosts, make this event one not to
be missed. Visit www.aiiststyle.net for more information.
February 9
Ticket Prices: $22

Courtesy of Genevieve Gadenne
Participants in JELLOH gave up a week of vacation to work: in Hartford

Frankenstein - Off Broadway Series
In The Flying Machine's astounding new production, Frankenstein,
Mary Shelley's gothic classic is reinvented as a dark midwinter's
fairy tale. Ingolshadt, home to young student Victor Frankenstein,
is a fantastical world of winding wooden walkways, glowing
gaslights, and snowy streets. It serves as the backdrop for
Frankenstein's horrifying yet thrilling achievement and the tragic
brutality his unnatural creation embodies and evokes. Ticket holders are invited to come early for a special pre-show discussion,
"Obsession! Guilt! Transformation!," at 6:45 p.m.
February 10
Ticket Prices: $17.50-$27.50

Webster Theater
Kittie

Walls of Jericho
Dead to Fall
36 Crazyfists
In This Moment

[ For more information, see
I www.webstertheater.com

February 9, Doors at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets: $15

Alcoholica - A Tribute To Metallica
Gabba Gabba Sabba.-. A Tribute To The Ramones
Nomad, Big Ed, Eccentric, Dexter, Vespera, Eternal Existence
February 10, Doors at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets: $10

This week we would like to recognize The Chapel
Council's JELLOH program for its exemplary community
service over winter break. The Chapel Council, a loosely
based Christian group, arrived at Trinity on Jan. 15, one
week before the majority of students returned to campus, to
participate in JELLOH: January Experience of Living and
Learning and Outreach in Hartford.
Each day Chapel Council members would participate in some form of service to the community. They spent
the first two days at Catholic Worker, a non-profit organization that helps give a voice to those living in poverty, where
students painted, moved things, did other odd jobs, and
worked with children. Later in the week they worked with
Habitat for Humanity building a roof for a house, and spent
an afternoon working in a soup kitchen. Chapel Council
chair Jason Oxner '09 said the variety in.events students
participated in allowed them to "get a breath of everything"
community service-wise.
This is the second time that JELLOH has occurred,
and the majority of the Chapel Council's energy has gone
into its planning. Oxner stated that from the success of the
JELLOH program the council is looking into MELLOH, a
March version of the week, or becoming involved in Habitat
or other routine community service activities.
The second annual JELLOH proved very successful
and rewarding as students were able to bond together and
get a taste of the various ways to get involved in the
Hartford community.
By Anne Bonfiglio
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Track and Field Competes at Tufts | Cox Becomes First Bant
Since 2000 to Score 1,000
By JEREMY ROGOFF
SPORTS WRITER .

When the Trinity Men's and
Women's Track and Field teams
travel to Wesleyan next weekend
they will not be facing off
against athletes whom they will
see again in regular season play,
many of these runners, throwers, and jumpers will be the
same athletes who will qualify
for the New England Track and
Field Championships later this
month.

••£:

>•'

Head Coach George Suitor,
finishing his 15th season as the
Bantam's coach, feels confident
that many members of his team
will compete well enough to
reach
the
New
England
Championships and some will
even reach the
National
Championships.
"We're definitely a much
improved team from last year,"
Suitor said. "Although we have
individual focuses, the personal
accomplishments of our players
have really translated into team
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success.

Coming off a ninth place
finish in the 2005-2006 New
England Indoor Track and Field
Championships, the Bantams
looked to enter this season with
both personal success and team
victory in mind. While the
nature of the sport lends itself
to individual goals, the team has
enjoyed the success that comes
with each high placing.
At the Wesleyan Invitational
on Jan. 27, freshman standout
Ryan Lane won the 1,000-meter
race with a time of 2:39.50. The
rest of the Men's team followed
Lane's lead, with senior co-captains Sean Langton and Nate
Gravel.
Langton, a sprinter, finished
first in the 55-meter dash to lead
the Bantams at the Reggie Poyau
Invitational at Brandeis. "I'm
really pleased with the work
ethic of both teams," Suitor
said. "Our focus in practice has
helped us tremendously in our
meets."
Suitor admits that his supporting staff has heavily aided
the team's focus in practice.
Coach Irving Black, who assists
with the jumpers, comes from a
local area high school in which
he enjoyed 30 years of success at
the state level.
Helping with the rest of the
team, Coach William Kelleher
came to Trinity's Track and
Field program with decades of

www.trincoll.edu
Cci-taptam Kristina Miner '07, coming off a significant injury, is competing again.

see TRIN on page 22
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continued from page 24

Bantams, whose season can be
characterized by a number of
"it felt great to play like a team streaks of both wins and losses.
again on Saturday, and obviously Maher acknowledged these losses,
winning is much more fun."
saying, "we've lost some games
Nowhere in the game did the this year that we definitely should
team effort show, up more clearly have gotten and it's so frustrating
than on the defensive end of the to look back in regret, but we
can't focus on
court where, in
those games. We
the first half, the
"We've lost some
know how good
Bantams set the
games this year that we we can be and we
tone for their
just need to make
dominance
of
definitely should have
sure we play up
the entire game,
to our potential
which was accen- gotten [...] but we can't
in the remaining
focus on those games.
tuated by Card's
three blocks and
We know how good we games this season."
the team's eight
can be and we just
steals.
The
Though they
need to make sure we
Bantam's suffoare
extremely
cating
defense
focused,
the
play up to our potenforced
the
Bantams certainly
tial in the remaining
Camels to shoot
have their work
games this season."
only 29.5 percent
cut out for them
from the field in
as they look to
the game, and
put consecutive
- Cat Maher '07
only 17.2 percent
wins
together
in the first half.
when they take
Forcing as many missed shots as the court again on Feb. 8 against
they did, the Bantams put great Fitchburg State. This will prove to
importance on controlling the be quite the test for Trinity, since
boards, which they did by out- Fitchburg State has -won 18
rebounding the Camels 47-30. straight games since their only
Trinity won every aspect of loss of the season on opening
Saturday's game, helping them to night. The Bantams then wrap up
put the disappointing loss to their regular season schedule at
Wesleyan far behind them.
Amherst College, who are coming
consecutive
losses
to
Coming out of the weekend off
College
and
with a win and a loss is not whol- Connecticut
i ly abnormal for the 11-10 Wesleyan.

Freshman
Hope to Tiin Wrestling Program
Bantam grapplerslook to future with young talent
By CHRIS MERCURIO

SPORTS WRITER

SUMMER
HTTP:^UMMERSCHOOL.SEOR«ETOWN.EDU
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et ahead by enrolling
in Summer School
2 0 0 7 at Georgetown
University. Choose from over
300 courses and learn from
the world's foremost faculty.
Network and enjoy exclusive
Washington access available
only to Georgetown University
students.

G

You've had enough ordinary
summer breaks.
This year, aspire higher.

Enrol! in Summer School 2007

Going into the last week o£ the regular season, the Trinity College Wrestling
squad sits at a disappointing 1-22-1 overall record.
A win over New York Maritime and a
tie with Western New England have been
the only bright spots for the Bantams
this year. The same day as both of those
matches, however, the Bantams dropped
two other matches, one to Roger
Williams and one to New York
University.
The month-long break that followed
those matches gave the team hope for a
turnaround in their future performance.
These hopes, though, proved not to
materialize as the squad has lost its last
20 contests.
In January, the squad suffered a disappointing loss to the Wesleyan Cardinals
by a score of 39-3. Junior captain Nikolai
Harovas earned the team's only victory in
the 285 division, beating Steve Campbell
3-0.
The following week, on Jan. 21S
Trinity placed 15th at the New England
Conference Wrestling Association (NECCWA)
Duals
Championships
at
Bridgewater State College.
Freshman
Jacob Gire won all three of his matches
in the tournament, two of which were
decided by pinfall.
The squad has a lot of young talent,
Gire included, meaning that the program,
has a lot of promise for the coming years.
Eight of the 14 wrestlers on Trinity's ros-

ter are freshmen and sophomores,' who
can look to improve in their time as
Bantams.
There are only three seniors on the
team, Max Weisz and tri-captains Trevor
Brown and Steven Vaimari, and there are
six juniors.
Gire is leading the Bantams with 10
wins in dual matches this year and 12
overall wins. Harovas is second on the
team with an overall record of 8-6.
Junior Derek Cohen is second on the
team with two pins this year while Gire
leads the team with three.
Weisz
and
sophomore
Keith
Hernandez have also contributed very
respectable seasons for the Bantams with
overall records of 4-3 and 9-10 respectivelyUndoubtedly, the Trinity grapplers
have to look at their season so far as a bit
disappointing. Questions about how the
losses in the program will affect the team
have proven to be problems for the
Bantams. However, with a good amount
of young talent, Trinity will look to
improve on this season in the coming
years.
Johnson & Wales University has dominated the New England Division III
wrestling circuit this season. NESCAC
rivals Wesleyan and Williams seem to be
strong contenders for the NECCWA.
championship.
After hosting Bridgewater State and
Rhode Island College on Feb. 9, the
Bantams will wrap up their season at the
NECCWA Championships at Roger
Williams in Providence, RI.
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years, Suitor said, "It's hard
because of the nature of our
sport, but I really do believe
that we're very much improved
from last year and have some
solid incoming freshmen runners coming in next year."
Next up for the Bantams is
the Valentine Invitational at B.U.

As Colts Claim Super Bowl Title, Is It Really About the Game?
A former Tripod Sports Editor rants about the state of commercialization in organized American sports
Nations" from a few years ago ; and the television coverage - the
amount of which I find to be
Maybe it's just me, but it truly insane - all get ratcheted
seems like every year, the hype upward every year, the game
surrounding the Super Bowl seems to get lost in the mix.
seerfis to get bigger1 and bigger
Speaking of the game, by the
and, in the eyes of many, out- time this article appears in print,
shines the ganie itself. As a for- anything I say will have already
mer Sports Editor of The Tripod been said 10 times already, so
and general sports fan, I look at there's no point in my stating the
this as a travesty that goes hand obvious fact that we pretty much
in hand with everything else that saw what .we expected throughout
is wrong in Our society. the game. Rex Grossman solidiEverything is taken to the maxi- fied his title of a bad quarterback
mum. The game, however, can- •on a good team, Peyton Manning
not be intensified more than it cemented his reputation as a
already is, so while the commer- great quarterback - perhaps now
cials .- of which I did not see one the best in the league (sorry, Tom
that was especially noteworthy Brady) - on a very good team,
this year - the halftime show - and both Tony Dungy and Lovie
which I thought ranked down Smith showed us that they are
there with "The Tapestry of two of the best c6acb.es in the
, By JON SIMONIAN
;;:V SENIOR EDITOR

www.superbowl.com
The rain-soaked Colts lift their coach, Tony Dungy, into the air victoriously.

league - possibly the two best
behind Bill Belichick - with the
way each managed the game and
his team.
The list of things that were
proven in Super Bowl XLI can go
ein to iinclu.de the importance of
a running game in an offense
(specifically the Colts' offense),
the fact that defense wins
Championships (specifically the
Colts' suddenly solid defense's
allowing only 10 points after the
opening kickoff), and how mistakes will kill you (specifically the
Bears' five turnovers that sealed
their fate).
However, all of this has
already been said even as I am
writing this at 11:42 p.m. on
Sunday night, which brings me
back to my original point. The
Super Bowl has become one of
the biggest spectacles of modern
day sports. Nowhere else has the
culture of excess and pointlessness thrived as much as it has in
the NFL. 70,000 tickets which
could all be resold for a minimum of $4,500 and hotel rooms
in Miami that cost $800 per night
during Super Bowl week pale in
comparison to the revenue generated by advertising slqts on CBS
that cost $2.4 million each. Does
anyone else find this to be the
slightest bit absurd?
What's also unfortunate is
that the majority of the projected
140 million viewers that watched
the Super Bowl this past week will
remember Candice Michelle's
GoDaddy.com ad longer than
Joseph Addai's 10 catches, which
was one short of tying a Super
Bowl record. Many will remember Prince's halftime performance more vividly than the way
that the 'Colts' special teams
adjusted after Devin Hester took
the opening kickoff 92 yards for a
touchdown. Finally, the majority
of America probably talked about

L

www.superbowi.com
Colts WR Reggie Wayne celebrates after catching a 53-yard touchdown.

Kevin Federline's Nationwide ad
on Monday morning longer than
they discussed how big Marvin
Harrison and Reggie Wayne
stepped up after they were touted
as "invisible during big games" by
every sports pundit the world
over.
The thing •thjat bothers me is
that the Super Bowl is not about
football anymore. The Super
Bowl is about Bud Light, Doritos,
and the Ford F-150. It is about
Peyton Manning going to Disney
World and the suits in corporate
offices around America counting
the cash they made because he
said that while drinking a bottle

of Diet Pepsi and wearing a
Reebok hat, before he climbed
into a brand new Chevrolet to
drive to the airport, where he
boarded a Southwest flight to
Orlando, which he paid for with
his MasterCard, after which he
found
a new job on
Careerbuilder.com, and bought a
house using a loan from '•
Countrywide. •
Joe Namath did his share of;
advertisements for pantyhose and ;
hair products, but he always ;
remained Broadway Joe, for better or worse and he ended up
see MANNING on page 23
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Going into Away Stand, Men
Look to Continue Win Streak
continued from page 24

only nine seconds left on a Trinity power
play.
Hollstein's goal was his third of the
year and came off of assists from Tom
Price '09 and John Carter '10. The score
remained tied throughout the second
period and the two teams entered the
final period still deadlocked. At the 5:15
mark of the third period, Halverson tallied his 11th goal of the season to put the
Bantams up 2-1, but 20 seconds later,
Wesleyan's Dallas Bossort slipped the
puck past Murison to tie the game at two.
A little more than 10 minutes later,
with 3:38 left in the game, Price tallied
another goal for the Bantams, but the
Edwin C. Pratt
Sophomore Gustav Detter defeats Amherst's Drew Blacker in a match that ended 9-7, 9-0, 9-4.
Cardinals again responded less than a
minute later with a goal by Jeff Beck at
17:10. The Bantams fought valiantly
throughout the rest of the period and
into overtime, but with just 45 seconds
left in the extra period, Will Bennett of
Wesleyan scored his second goal of the
game to make the final 4-3 Wesleyan.
continued from page 24
the tournament as the eighth-ranked team
Despite the heartbreaking loss t o .
in the nation. On a day that belonged to Wesleyan, Trinity bounced back with an 8his top players. "I feel fortunate. Because of the fourth-year players, there was simply no 1 win over St. Michael's three days later.
our depth, most of the top guys will play room for defeat. More than anyone, co-cap- Chris Powers '09 scored a natural hat-trick
tain Sahil Vora '07 went out with a bang by in the first period to lead the Bantams
only once or twice," he said.
Baset Chaudhry '10 set the tone at the' completely blanking his opponent 9-0, 9-0, offense. Halverson tallied a goal and
top spot with an almost flawless win 9-0, 9- 9-0, and fellow co-captain Eduardo Pereira three assists while Riley Hicks '09 also had
0, 9-1, while Manek Mathur '09 followed •'07 almost emulated Vora's effort 9-0, 9-0,9- three assists.
right behind with an almost equally impres- 7. Shaun Johnstone '08 overcame an early
However, the Bantams were unable to
sive victory 9-3, 9-1, 9-3. John Iingos-Webb sloppy start to perform up to his usual keep their offensive production up against
'09 and David McDonough '08 both bat- standards, while Wadhwa and Thomas the Norwich Cadets the next night as
tled through some initial difficulties to Wolfe '07 (9-3, 9-1, 9-3) sewed up Trinity's Trinity fell to the ninth ranked team in
secure their matches, while Charles Tashjian third 9-0 win of the tournament and Division III 2-1. The Bantams were back
3)9, NickLacaillade '07, and Ian MacGregor increased the team's win streak to 160 on their heels throughout the entire game,
never let their opponents get going.
and Murison kept the game close, but
games.
Onh>,
almost a completely different lineup to face ing buf heavyweight bouts for the Bantams.
Amherst, who did not have the same luxu- With
a ninth straight
National
ry despite having played their quarterfinal Championship firmly in their sights, the
match at the same time as the Bantams. Bantams will first try to remain undefeated
Tashjian was the sole Bantam to play twice on Wednesday when they face Harvard,
Saturday, and he showed little sign of which recently jumped to the number two
fatigue on his way to an easy win 9-1, 9-1, 9- ranking in the nation. The going doesn't
1. The more notable efforts on the evening get any easier when Trinity then travels to
included those by Neil Robertson '08 9-0, Princeton on Feb. 17, which annually pro9-0, 9-2, Eric Wadhwa '07 9-1, 9-0, 9-0, and duces the top singles player in the nation
Simba Muhwati '09 9-1, 9-3, 9-1.
and holds the number three national team
The weekend's highlight came" on ranking. Win or lose, Trinity will then have
Sunday as Trinity closed their home court a week to prepare before traveling to Yale to
season against Williams, which came into begin the CSA Team Championships.

NESCAC Tournament Fodder
for Trinity Men's Squash Team

with about four minutes left in the second
quarter.
Although the Norwich goal demoralized the Bantams, co-captain Greg
Camarco '07 brought Trinity right back
into the game when he collected the puck
in front of the Norwich net and capitalized on the Cadet mistake to tie the game
at one only 45 seconds after the Norwich
goal. The Bantams were re-energized and
began to play with some spirit for the rest
of the second period and throughout the
majority of the third until a Trinity mistake cost them the game when Rick
Cleaver scored his 14th goal of the year to
drop the Bantams to 5-7-4 overall with the
2-1 loss.
The following weekend, the Bantams
dropped a similarly disappointing game to
the Middlebury Panthers even after
Trinity had amassed a lead of 3-1 midway
through the second period on freshman
Zach Wissman's, Price's and Powers'
goals. However, over the final 29:12 of
the game, Middlebury scored three unanswered goals to give the Panthers a 4-3
win. The Bantams dropped to 3-4-3 in the
NESCAC but were only in eighth place in
the league after the loss.
After the back-to-back heartbreaking
defeats, Trinity has responded with a miniwinning streak, taking their last three
games over Williams, Connecticut
College, and Tufts by scores of 4-2, 5-1
and, 8-0 respectively.
The Bantams next game will be on
Friday Feb. 9 at Bowdoin. They will follow
that game with another NESCAC contest
against Colby the next day. The final
homestand for Trinity will be the following weekend when they will play Castleton

Manning Leads Indy to Victory
Amidst Super Bowl Absurdity

ll^
"Our MA and Ph.D. programs are some of
the most innovative in the country.You
will work closely with faculty to develop
economic reasoning and data-analysis skills
for the 21" century."
—Bnicel£/ms!fe
Professor of Economics

• Ten-month M A program
• World-class faculty
• Dual-track Ph.D. program:Training in
Economics oni College Teaching
• Assistantships for both M A and Ph.D.
students (March I deadline)
• Professional career placement

It's your time.
Spend it wisely.

www.si.com
Chicago's Cedric Benson, after being tackled by lady's Bob Sanders, rumbles the ball in the first.

continued from page 22
almost making out with Suzy Kolber on
Monday Night Football for it. People
regarded Broadway Joe as an incredible
football player, and his popularity set the
groundwork for the NFL to become what
it is today.
" . . • .
Peyton will never hit on Armen
Keteyian, but while he and Broadway Joe
are in no way shape or form similar characters, they both are Super Bowl MVPs,
but other than that distinction, very few
parallels can be drawn between the two.
So what does this all: mean? Even this
article has become so cliche that it's really
not funny. I am writing this as "the sports
purist" who yearns for the good old days,
even though at 21 years old, the good old
days for me involve guys like Phil Simms,

Lawrence Taylor, Stephen Baker, and David
Meggett (who, for the underclassmen reading this, were the stars of the New York
.Football Giants in the early '90s),
However, despite the fact that the Super
Bowl has become the real-life version of
the Dawson's Creek Trapper Keeper Futura
S2000 from the episode of "South Park,"
absorbing and merging with anything and
everything it can, I: guess I . like that.
Without it, what would "sports purists"
like me have to bitch about all the time?
And besides, it's a; nice distraction to have
before Spring Training and March
Madness get underway in about a month.
So congratulations go out to Peyton
Manning, Tony Durigy, and Marvin
Harrison, although 'most of America will
have forgotten what you did on Sunday in
a month or so.
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M, Squash Led by Cox,Women's Basketball Tops the Camels
Dominates
NESCAC
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER

SPORTS WRITER

Men defeat all opponents atTourney.
By PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER
While the opposition may not
have been the strongest the Men's
Squash team has faced this season,
this
weekend's
NESCAC
Championship
Tournament
brought plenty of emotion to the
surface as a number of Bantams
played competitively on their
home courts for the last time. As
contests progressed throughout
Sunday's tournament-clinching
match against Williams, one by
one senior Bantams left the court
and embraced their teammates in
celebration of both remarkable
careers and the memories of being
part of something special.
As tournament play opened
on Friday, Trinity enjoyed the luxury of a First round bye. As all 11
NESCAC schools were invited to
participate in the Trinity-hosted
event, five schools were not
required to play the first day, with
the Bantams not surprisingly netting the top seed.
Action opened for
the
Bantams early Saturday afternoon
against Connecticut College,
whom Trinity had yet to. play this
season. With an important match
against Harvard fast approaching,
Head Coach Paul Assaiante took
advantage of his team's strong
position and rested a number of
see NESCAC on page 23

All too often in the minds of
the casual sports fan, the importance of each contest is lessened
due to the sheer number of games
played in a season. This particular
perception could not be farther
from the truth for Trinity
Women's Basketball as they continue to try to make their way
into the NESCAC playoffs.
Trinity opened up its actionpacked weekend slowly as they

dropped their first contest against
the Wesleyan University Cardinals
on Friday night by the deflating
score of 59-39. Wesleyan jumped
on Trinity from the opening tipoff, and jumped out to an early
134 lead after just six minutes of
play. The Cardinals continued to
put pressure on the Bantams, and
increased their lead to 38-22 at the
half.
The first-half struggles proved
to only be the beginning of this
very long night for the Bantams,
who found themselves trailing the

Cardinals by as many as 26 points
in the second half before the final
buzzer rang.
Although Trinity's leading
scorer, senior captain Sarah Cox,
experienced some uncharacteristic
struggles, hitting only one of her
11 field goal attempts, she was
able to contribute by handing out
a team-high three assists in the
game.
Trinity also got a lift from
freshman Christine Card. Card,
who is averaging 10.5 points per
game in her first collegiate season,

Edwin C. Pratt
The Trinity Women's Basketball team has a winning record with two games left in the,season, standing at 11-10.

which is second on the team only
to Cox's 17.3 average, led the way
for the Bantams with 10 points
and four rebounds. Card has been
a terrific surprise for Head Coach
Wendy Davis all season long, and
in addition to her impressive scoring, she also has become quite the
low-post enforcer, averaging 6.4
rebounds per game and regularly
swatting shots, giving her a total
of 22 blocks on the season.
Card continued her dominance Saturday afternoon leading
the Bantams to an impressive 6344 victory over the Connecticut
College Camels to get back on
the winning track. Card, who
scored 16 points, grabbed 13
rebounds, and rejected three
Camels' shots, was helped out by
Cox, who rebounded well from
her tough outing the previous
night.
Cox led the way for Trinity
against the Camels, scoring a
game-high 19 points, which put
her over the 1,000-point mark for
her Trinity career. This impressive
accomplishment moves Cox into
eighth place on Trinifj^s-aUjjime
leading scorers list, and makesher1"
the first woman to eclipse 1,000
points since Gretchen MacCoIl
'00. In addition to leading the
team in scoring, rebounding^aaK^
steals, Cox has ;i,£ilso;i'*been "an
Incredible leader this season and
is really the foundation of this
team," according to senior guard
Cat Maher.
Behind Cox and Card's stellar
performances, the Bantams were
determined from the very start,
and jumped out to a 29-12 lead at
halftime after Maher hit back-toback jump shots to close first-half
play. Maher called the win a "true
team effort," and explained that
see COX on page 21

Trinity Hockey Wins Three in a Row; Record Improves to 8-84
ByJONSIMONIAN
SENIOR EDITOR
The new year has not been as
kind to the Trinity Men's
Hockey team as the Bantams
would have hoped. After the
Bantams ended the first semester
with a 2-3-1 record, they traveled
to Middlebury for the Panthers'
Holiday Classic from Dec. 31 to
Jan. 1. Trinity dropped their last
game of 2006 to a very formidable Hobart team 5-2, but then
came back in 2007 and started
the year off with a win in the
Consolation game against St.
Anselm 4-1. Middlebury tied
Hobart in the Championship
game.

Edwin C. Pratt
Trinity's offense dominated the Connecticut College Camels, defeating them 5-1.

The Bantams returned to
Hartford four days later to take
on Salem State in an ECAC East
matchup. Freshman goalie Dave
Murison earned the first shutout
of his collegiate career, making

23 saves en. route to a 4-0 Bantam
victory. Naoto Hamashima '09
scored a shorthanded, unassisted
goal in the first period to open
the scoring.
Hamashima's goal would
have been enough, but Matt
Rafuse '07, co-captain John
Halverson
'07, and
Rich
Hollstein '10 also added goals in
the victory.
Halverson and
Hollstein's goals were on power
plays.
The following day, the
Bantams hosted the Southern
Maine Huskies and played to a 22 tie. Simon Dionne '07 opened
the scoring with a goal at 3:19,
which was assisted by Haiverson
and Dan Maturi '08.
Southern
Maine
then
responded with two power play
goals at the end of the first period within 3:30 of each other to
go ahead 2-1. Halverson netted
the game-tying goal at the 14:25

mark in the second period on a
power play as Murison made 38
saves to keep the score tied at 2
for the remainder of the game.
Trinity then followed the tie
to Southern Maine with another
2-2 tie with Curry on Jan. 9.
Another loss in their rematch
against St. Anselm dropped the
Bantams to 4-5-3 on Jan. 12 and
another tie, this time 4-4 versus
New England the next day, put
the Bantams at 4-5-4 going into
their first NESCAC game of
2007 against Wesleyan on Jan.
16.
The Cardinals jumped out of
the gate to grab an early 1-0 lead
on an even strength goal at 4:33
in the first period. The Bantams
responded later in the period
when Hollstein put a shot past
Wesleyan goalie Mike Palladino
at the 9:42 mark in the first with
see GOING on page 23

